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Abstract 

The application of bnik element methods to the computation of synthetic seismo- 

gramil is presented. Viscoelastic media are the primarp concern, but extension to 

anisokopic media ia presented as weli. 

Finite element methods are used for the spatial disaetisation of the equations 

of motion, using piecenise h e a r  basis fimctions and the Galerkin method. Isopara- 

metnc elementa ease the use of ïr~eguiar computational meshes, allowing for the 

possibility of modeliing complex geological structures. 

There is no problem in applying thh method to viscoelastic media when the 

memoy variable formulation is used. Detah are preaented for one dimensional, 

one degree of fmdom (dof) problems for both elastic and viscoelastic media. Using 

the appropriate disaetbation scheme a partidar1y simple set of equations results, 

in which the memory variables couple directly to the displacements rather than to 

the straias. 

The same formahm is applied to two dimensional, one dof elastic and viscoelas- 

tic problems. The resulting equations are formally the aame, the Merences being 

subsumed in the spatial discretisation. 

The two dimemional, two dof case correspondhg to elustic rather than acoustic 

models is then presented. In thh case an extra set of memory variables correspond- 

ing to the additional degree of fkeedom ie sufnaent to describe the oiscoelastic 

behaviour. Only minor additions to the formaligm preeented in the one dof case 

is requind. Rirthermore, the atiibeaa matrix appeara expliatly suggesting that 

anhotropic media can be handled by thb method in a quite simple manner. 

The resuiting sets of sirnultancous ordinary Merential equations are solved us- 

ing adaptive step aize Runga-Kutta methode. Numerical experiments indicate that 

the conversion fiom an impliat to expliat set of equations using the Iumped mass 
approximation is acceptable. Sparae matrix techniques are med nith signincant 

improvements in performance of the computer programmes. Use of variable grid 



sises produces further sigaidant gains in puformance. Numerid examples for 
one and 2D, one. dof problems are presented, both elastic and viscoelastic. The 

introduction of attenuation L shown to suppress numerical noise that is present in 

the elastic solutions. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Can nrrite element methods be applied to the problem wave propagation in vis- 

coelastic media? Since this is essentially a problem of hding a solution to a set of 

partial Werentiai equationa, and since finite element methoda are a way of solving 

such problems, the answer m u t  be "yesn . 
This is obviously an over simplified answer, but why ask this question in the 

first place? What is the purpose of modelling? 

Modeliing and the aeation of synthetic sebmograms have h o  complementary 

roles. Synthetic seismograms can be compared to observed data to test postulated 

rnodeis. They &O can be used ptedictioely to design data collection given that one 

expeds to encounter certain conditions and would f i e  the observations to be as 

sensitive as possible to certain propeties. To exploration aeism010gists the former 

is f d a r  as synthetic seismograms produced from weiî log data which are used for 

the purpoiles of tying the interpretation of a section to an well core. Survey design 

more often uses sirnpler ray theory to guide the choice of acquisition parameters 

with the goal of achieving a given resolution. 

Fornard m o d e m  is also an essential component to many inversion techniques. 

A systematic search over the ilpace of mode1 parameters is performed aith the goal 

of minimishg some penalty function. in this context accurate modelling of what 

we believe to be the "importantn ph ysical processes in the problem is important. 

Modelling is ais0 an important part of seismology as a scientSc endeavour, since 

science is built on cornparbon and prediction. The predictions of any theory or 



approximation m u t  be compared to the predictiom of other methods. The presence 

of some internai consistency increases our conddence in our theory. Similarly theory 

is checked against obaerved data. If they agree then we can believe that n e  have 

captured ~ m r c  essence of the problem, either in the theory or the model. 

Sometïmes one can compare the data with analytic solutions of the problem. 

As one starta to r e h e  the theory one might try to put in effects of anelasticity and 

aniaotropy. Or one may add interfaces which are not plana, or l o d e d  difbactors. 

There are very few such problems thab can be solved anaiytically and if they can the 

solution is offen expressed as an infinite series. This Y where numerical modehg 

entera; it is a way of consttucting the solutions to suc '  problems. Unfortunately 

numerical m o d e m  h a  its own set of problems and pitfalls; one must be wary of 

low accuacy, instability, parasitic solutions and other spurious features. 

The complexity of the modelliag procesa varies 6 t h  the degree of approximation 

of the theory. Ray tracing in i ta  various forms is simpler than solving the full 

equations of motion, which is still a slow and expensive procese by any method. 

However, one can have more faith that the complex methoâs, properly executed, 

have greater fidelity to nality than the more approximate methoàs. Therefore 

the more complex methods provide a benchmark against which the performance of 

more approrimate methods may be checked. This is not to say that the simpler 

methods are lem accutate. They may instead be less cornplete, modehg only 

some of the wavea which exiirt in reality. One needs to know the limitations of any 

method to use it effectively and havïng fidl wave equation modelling methods ie a 

tool in chedeng the internai conaistency of the whole edince. 

Intemal coneiatency in a theory does not ensure faithfulneas to reaïty. Conaid- 

e ~ g  the earth to be composed of ktropic elastic media is such a case, and that 

this model is successful indicates that departurcs from this behaviour are prob- 

ably waU perturbations from thb model. Attenuation of seismic waves is due 

principdiy due to geometric spreading and energy partionhg at interfaces due to 

reflection. Intrinsic attenuation is considend as a secondary effect, though not nec- 

esaariiy alaays uaimportant. Similarly anisotropy has been ignored until recently 

because it usuaily introduces only a uamall* departure from the isotropie ideal. As 
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So to retum to the onginal question, if one can produce models which in- 

corporate attmuation, anisotropy or compler geometry then one can predict the 

importance of these effects relative to the elastic iaotropic base model. Also one 

has a benchmark against whidi to check the acmacy of other modelling techniques 

based upon approximations, such as ray tracing. 
Finite element methods are not new, but are s t i l i  a relatively unfamiliar numu- 

ical method. It is probably most commoniy encouotued in geosuences when used 

to model heat flow or deformation in tectonic modelling. For these problems large 

commercial packages exkt which are relatively easy to use. Vibrational and wave 

propagation problema are more diflidt however and there is very little literature 

on the application of nnite element methods to seïsmic wave propagation. 1 will 

postpone a review of the fiterature tmtil chapter 3, remarking here only that there 

was some activifp and interest in the method applied to elastic media in the mid 

70's to early 80's. Bulien and Bolt (1985) dedicate one and a half pages to discus- 

sion of the more familiar finite m n c e  method, but 8 pages to finite elements. 

Marfurt (1984) finda the method quite fawurable in hie study of accuracy of various 

modelling techniques for elastic waves. 

The interest in finite elements at that time na probably sparked by its growth 

in the engineering commuPty in the late 60's and early 70,s. Engineers (who 

originated the method) have applied it to the solution of an amashg range of 

complex problems. In an examination of volume tao of Zienkiewicz and Taylor 

(1989), one finde non-hear problems, compressible high speed fluid dynamics, 

shdow water wave motion and simulated automobile aash tests. Obviously this 

is a "maturen field, but for some remon it has a diminished presence in the seismic 

literature. 

Givcn this background, the motivation for the original question is quite under- 

standable. Are there any limitations imposed by finite element techniques that, 

when applied to non-ideal media produce an intractable ptoblem? 



It is not surprhing that much of the work in seïsmology h a  considered elastic 

media, and plane layer geometry hm d o  been a good lîrst order approximation to 

many of the exploration problems. Now, however, irnaging in regions with complex 

geologicai iitructure ir becoming more of an interest. Finite eicment techniques were 

created to eolve problems wïth complex geometries, but why have they virtualty 

disappeared? 

The scope of this study then is comiderably broader than the ozighal question, 

and takes on more of the character of a feaaibilifqr study. In the smali seismology 

literature concemhg finite elements there is litUe discussion on implementation 

detaiis and deciaions, so 1 have gleaned what detaiis 1 couid fkom d o u s  sources 

and try to preaent some syntheais. The main topic, however, wil i  remain the 

incorporation of attenuation into the rheologicai models. As it became apparent 

that anisotropy is eady, almost naturdy, incorporated in the fornidation, this ie 

discussed as well. 

In this thesis 1 d be discwsing intrinsic attenuation. This refera to inter- 

na1 mechanisms which operate at iicales belon the maaoscopic description of the 

medium, which dbaipate energy. 

In a macroscopic view, fine scaie heterogeneity would g i n  rise to random scat- 

tering and interference which aho appears as attenuation. One could desaibe this 

phenomenologically as an i n k i c  attenuation and mode1 it in the same way as 1 

7R1U mode1 the intrinsic attenuation. 

Attenuation of a given wave phase is &O caused by partitionhg of energy due 

to refledion and transmision through interferences. At a coarse scale the wave 

equation modelling WU nproduce theae effects since, in theory, all wave phases are 

present. Enects of thin bedding are not deiiaibed as they are beyond the resolution 

of the models, but the thin b e 6  are in a sense ais0 beyond the resolution of a seismic 

wave, which only samples the thin beds on average over its wavelength. If one views 

the seiamic wave as composed of many fiequencies, each of which ie averaging at a 

Merent acaie, then the effect of the beds may be viewed as a frequency dependent 

inttinsic attenuation. This attenuation would likely be directionally dependent and 

the maaoscopic desaiption of such a medium would be anisotropic and anelastic. 



Thus ia fidi wave equation modelliag dl the attenuation mechanisnu are ac- 

countcd for. Of course if we use 1 or 2 dimensional rnodels then the geometrical 

spreading Q not appropriate for comparison with 3 dimensional data. 

In the subatquent chapters 1 wîl l  revïew the concept of attenuation as described 

by the Q factor of the medium and formulate the equations of motion using an 

approlumate description of the relaxation mechanisnu which operate at the micro- 

scopic scaie. For those readers for whom the finite element method is unfamilia, 1 

WU introduce it by showhg how it would be applicd to the f d a r  elastic equation 

of motion in one dimension. 1 then modifg the rheology to be viscoelaatic and show 

that there ie a method of disaetising the equatiom that produces a very simple 

set of equations to be solved. This is then extended to two dimensions where the 

result is a formaily 8imilar set of equations. The Merence in geometry is corn- 

pletely assumed in the =te element formalism. 1 then consider the 2D problem 

with two degrees of fteedom corresponding to the fidl elastic wave problem, fist for 

elastic media, then generalised to viscodastic media and derive the spatially disae- 

tised set of equations. The formalism wed p e r d s  a simple way of incorporating 

anisotropic media since the stifkess tensor appears explicitly. 

The reaulting equations are a set of implicit ordipary diffential equations in 

tirne, and they are implicit. The temporal discretisation of these equations raises 

a number of issues which wil l  a l l  be discussed together in their own chapter. For 

the purposes of this study, which to demonstrate feasibility 1 have resorted 

to an approximation which produces an expliut aet of equations to be solved. 

The penultimate chapter presents numerical nsults for SH waves in one and two 

dimensional models, &asring the convergence to the expeckd results and the 

acceptability of the approximation mentionad above. 



Chapter 2 

Rheology and Wave Equat ions 

This chapter reviews the physics of m e  motion and the desaiption of the material 

properties of various media. The basic equations can be found in many teferences. 

There arc a numba of points in the development which should be examined to 

determine the domain of applicabiüfy given the approximations made during the 

development. This revicn is then intended to set the stage for the next chap- 

ter, both in terms of stating the problem to be aolved and to makc expliat the 

assumptions and approximations. 

This chapter starts with a discussion of the wave equation followed by a fairly 

detailed review of rheology and the literature of uconstant Q" modelling. The 

d e t a  of the rheologicai mode1 i w d  in t b  thesis are deveioped in some detail. 

Finaily there wili be some discussion of the generalisation to m e r  degrees of 

freedom, dimensionality and the implications of anisotropy. 

The Equation of Motion and the Wave Equation 

The equation of motion is a statement of Newton's thkd law of motion, which 
states that the rate of change of momentum is a tesuit of the applied forcer. The 

maaoscopic behaviour of a pafticular medium, its rheology, is stimmarised by its 

stress-strain relationship. This is ofken called the medium's constitutive relation. 

The rheology is basically a summary of the motions in a medium ignoring rigid 

body motions. 



The applied forces are then classified into intemal and external, or body forces. 

The only extemai force usually considaed is the gravitational force. We uinially 

think of gram as afiecting the ngid body motion, but it also can eEect the relative 

deformation as the tidt raïsing force. Other u tenid  forces can be applied which 

are locaIised, affecting the motion o d y  in a small portion of the medium. I wil l  use 

this idea later to introduce the excitation into the model, 

The internal forces are a macroscopic idealisation of what we might caU the 

material cohesiveness. This J desaibed in any number of texts in material science, 

stmcturai geology, geophysics and continuum mechdcs. Usually the concept of 

the stress tenaor is introduced folîowed by a discussion of the strain tensor and 

then they are related by Hooke's law, describing an elastic medium. The stress and 

strain concepts are used here but the constitutive relation between them needs to 

be modilied for anelastic material. 1 wii i  assume that the reader is familiar with 

these concepts and refcr thow who are not to any number of refcraices. (See Bullen 

and Bolt (1985) for an introduction in a seismic context.) 

Usuaily the wave equation derivations aasume an botropic elastic medium. This 
can be applied to anelastic media if we are careful when the stress te= enter the 

development. If the final equation is expressed in temu of the stress tensor then 

we cm trust the result. 

It is ais0 usuai to assume that the deformations fkom a steady state are due 

to iannitesimal perturbations and that smali sttairi theory applies. The resdting 

equations are then lhear. Assuming small strain is probably justifiable in the 

context of exploration seismic work but dearly not applicable to earthquake sources 

where the near field behaviout wi l l  not be propetly modelied. 

In derivïng the wave equation one haa to distinguish between Eulerian and 

Lagrangian descriptions and one sometimes hds  the assertion that foc idhitesimal 

or linear elastiaty the two descriptions are equivaient. Scaies (1994) mentions that 

this M not necesaarily true if thae  is a pre-exbting stress field in the medium. 

In that case, the elastic component of the rheology produces an instantancous 

respome to changes in stress and the pre-stress is advected. Fluids do not have 

this advection term as they have no strength. In an Euletian f o d a t i o n  there 



is then a stress-advection t e m  in the quations. Cathles (1975) and Wolf (1991) 

provide detaiied dis~~gsions of these points. And Lapwood and Usami (chapter 

10) dates that if the prt-exkthg stress field is purely hydrostatic then the two 

descriptions are equivaIent. 

Exploration problems .&O usually assume a simple Cartesian geometry. On 

the other hand attenuation studies are important in the interpretation of surface 

waves in global scalc problem &ce they ilample the upper mantle where there is 

supposedly a low strength attenuating zone. The wual mode1 in that case is of an 

elastic, spherical, non-rotating and a&-gravita- earth. The question then arises 

as to whether gravity need be considered in these models. A brief discussion can 

be fond in Scales (1994) where k t  order perturbation theory is appiied and it is 

argued that the ratio of gravitational to elastic forces scales as pg/kp = g/$k R 

g/cw. Here g is the gravitational acceIeration, k ie a wave number, w the angular 

fkequency, c a phase velouty and p and p are a characteristic density and elastic 

modulue, respedively. Elastic temu are of equal importance to gravitational t e m  

if co = g/c, or cornsponding periods T n 2 n c / g .  For a typical oelocity of 6 km/s 

this corresponds to a period of about 1 hour. For short periods the gravitational 

terms are negligible. The longest period free oscillation for the earth is about 54 

minutes. Based on this scaling argument we can ignore the gravitational forces 

for most seismic problems except perhaps very long period surface waves and free 

oscillations. 

That a similar situation holds for an attenuating medium can be seen by the 

following argument. If oscillation is small and rapid then-the material particle does 

not have a chance to respond to it'r new environment and the stress adoeclion 

term is negligable. The presense of internai fiction WU not alter the relative rates 

aubstantially. 

Lapwood and Usami (1981) &O show that for a vuy simple elastic sphere the 

efIect of self-gravitation ody has a iimail effect and is greatest only on long penod 

oscillations. M h e r  confirmation that gravity P negligible can be found in the 

literatw. For body waves Bath condudes: "...grave effects are ineigdcant in all 

ordinary problems conceming aeismic body waves" (BHth, 1968, p.400). Things are 



a little more difIicult for surface m e s  but Ewing et al. (1957) h d  that for a Poisson 

ratio of 1/3 and a shear velocity of 4 Km/s, Rayleigh waves with a wavelength of 

500x11 have a velocity perturbation of about 0.2% due to sa-gravitation. Lapwood 

and Usami (1981) compare self-gravitathg and non-a&-gravitating spheres with 

constant density and show that the short wavelengths are leas afIeded than the 

long mvelengths in agreement with the scaiing argument above. 

for 

Putting ali these considerations together we can state the equation of motion 

small perhubatiom from a ateady state is: 

where p is the unperturbed density of the medium, u(x, t) is the displacement 

due to the perturbation which is assqmed smd,  u is the stress tensor and X is 
the extemal body force per unit mas. 1 wiU use a convention where bold face 

roman letters designate vectors and bold face Greek or Roman upper case letters 

for tensors . 
Equation (2.1) holds for a medium which is, in general, anelastic, inhomoge- 

neoucl and anisotropic. The material properties of the medium are subsumed in the 

constitutive equation which is the subject of the ne& section. Bland (1960) uses 

this same equation and shows that for linear viscoelastic materiais there are two 

types of waves which can exist, dilatational and rotational, exactiy as for elastic 

materials. He then deduces that “Ali viscoelastic materiais, except for purely elas- 

tic materials, are dispersive and dissipative to sinusoida1 dilatational waves and the 

attenuation vMcs with frequencyn He then shows that OYhe only plane sinusoida1 

waves possible in a linear viscoelastic material . . . are a wave of dilatation and no 

rotation and a wave of rotation and no dilatation." These are the familiait P and 

S waves. He al80 shows that the SH motion decouples fkom the P-SV motion as in 

elastic wave theory. 

It is now time to look at the conetilutive relations, returaing to the partidars 

of the wave equation afkernards. 



Rheology and Constitutive Equat ions 

We have ahady seen that for the infinitesimal strain approximation, the equation 

of motion 51 linear. h general the stress and strain relation may be non-linear, but 

to retain the aame degree of approximation hightr order temu in the constitutive 

relation shouid be ignored as weli. In other words, for infinitesimal strain one need 

only consider linear constitutive dations. It is ah0 comforting that laboatory 

observations do not require a nonlinear constitutive relation for moderate stresses 

(Kjartansson, 1979). 

According to Ranalli (1987), for time scales that are longer than about I d  

years earth materiais appear to act likt linear viscous (Newtonian) fluids whereas 

for time ecales less than about 3 hours the same materials are basically elastic 

with some anelastic component due to intemal fridion. Thus for seismic problems 

we can restrict ourcrelveii to rheologies whidi desaibe viscous solids rather than 

viscous iiuids. (A realistic earth model over a very large span of time scales could 

constnicted model by adding a viscous element with veqr large viscosity in suies 

with a viscoelastic solid model.) 

This section wil l  discues the general theory of linear viscoelasticity, followed by 

some discuilsion on the properties of reai media, with speQfic reference to geological 

materials. The Q-factor is introduced to characterise the anelastiuty of a medium. 

After reviewing the various attenuation modeis in the literature 1 will spedcally 

review a model which desaibes a generaîised Maxwell solid. This model has the 

property that a convolution integral which corresponds to the material's memocy 

of the strain history can be approltimated by a set of associated variables. In this 

form, the problem becomes mon tractable. 

Linear Vicoelastic Media 

Vicoelastic solids can be considered to be media which have constitutive relations 

in which the present value of the stress depends on their complete strain history. As 

infiniteaimal s t ra i .  theory is assumed, it is consistent to consider linear constitutive 

relations. Christensen (1971) has an excellent discussion of these issues part of 



which 1 nill revien hue  for several reasons. F h t ,  this will provide a review of 

the method of integration by parts, which wil l  appear again as the generalised 

Green's theorem in the spatial disuetbation dismsions. Secondly, it is of interest 

to catalogue the assumptions nquired, thereby clarifying the limits of vafidity for 

the reeulting expre~s io~ .  Finallys it provides the background for the discussion of 

specidc constitutive reiations. 

Assume a Linear constitutive relation, and add the reasonable assumptim that 

the relation is independent of any translations of the time scale. In other words, 

only relative time di&rences are important in the stress histocy. (Tb would not 

apply to material which age, -or cure.) Thia relationship, lmon as the Boltzmann 

superposition priaaple, is then erpressed as a Stieltjes integral 

The relation is f o d a t e d  as a Stieltjes integral since the integranda whkh wiU 

appear an discontkiuous. This can be handled in out wual notions of integration 

by the use of the Dirac delta function and the delta calculus. (aee Friedman (1969) 

or Butkov (1968), chaptu 6.) 

The tensor vaiued fundion RCRL is the strain-relaxation hction. If at t = O 

the system goes fkom a state of no strain to a date with some smaU but non-zero 

strain, then the stress for any time after t = O ie givm by this convolution of the 

strain history with the relaxation fùnction. Sttains which are in the future cannot 

aEed the present stress. This invocation of causality implies that the relaxation 

fundion should be &eio for negative times. To make this discontinuous behaviour 

at t = O explicit let us write 

where H(t) is the Heaviside step furidion. The introduction of H(t) and carefid 

use of the delta calculus ensure8 that the integral nill be evaluated correctly in the 

preeence of the discontinuous behaviour at t = 0. 

Let US &O make a reasonable assumption that Rijki and MqkL = RijkL are con- 



fuiuous fiandions for positive time. The dot implies partial Merentiation with 

respect to tirne. (For our purposes here this is a partial dinaentiation aince n e  will 

only be considering amail strah problems where the advection temu are of higher 

order and are ignored.) Then 

dfitiu(t) = (dRr*L(t)~(t)+ dt ~ ~ ~ ( t ) l ( t ) )  dt. 

As weli, the lower iimit of integration can be changed nom O to -00. Then (2.2) 

becomes 

If we assume further that the strain waa zero for all time before t = O then for 

s > t, one has c(t - s) = O  and 

If the strain ea(t) is continuou fkom time O to t h e  t, and if dRijkl/dt is continuous 

over the aame intervai, then ne can apply intepation by parts 

utj (t) = Qci(t) Rtjkt (of) + [ ~ k ~ ( t  - s)Rfjk~(~)] ;  d'kL:L(t uijkL (S) dS (2-8) 1,' ds 

But ~ ~ ( 0 )  = O because we have asaumed both continuity and the strain was zero 

for negative t h e .  Then one of the boundary t e m  nom the inteqation by parts 

is rero and the other canceh with the leading tenn. 



Performing a change of variables T = t - s produces the result 

Most naders aill be familiar wïth convolutions fkom signal processing and be 

used to the identity $ f (t - .c)g (T) d~ = $ f (T) g (t - ~ ) d c  in signal processing one 

usuaily considers convolutio~ of continuous data and filtus. The forgoing ahould 

convince the reader that one has to be much more careful in this case because the 

integrands arc discontinuous. The result (2.11) was based on the assumption that 

~ ~ ~ ( 0 )  = 0, otherwise there is another term in the expression. In general 1 prefer to 

use a form based on (2.7) and (2.3) 

and do the integration by parts wefully, ccarrying the 6-function tenns explicitly 

and carefdly. No matter which way you prder, the integrands are not continuous 

and greaf care must be taken. 

Most of the work presented wiiî be for systems with one degree of fkeedom, either 

the acoutic or SH wave equation. In that case the stress and drain tensors reduce 

to scalars and Rtw(t) -t R(t) .  I wilI later dircuss application to anisotropic media 

and so have presented the above material for the general case. It is also of interest 

to note that there is a one to one conespondence between the stifniess mat& of 

elastic theory and the relaxation function n e  have introduccd here. For instance, 

consider an hotropic viscoelaatic medium. In that case mut  be a general4th 

order isotropie tensor function. Just as in elastic theorp (sec for instance Jefbeys 

(1931) )we can d t e  

and we ree that there is a correspondence between the Lamé parameters of elastic 



theory and the scalar fundions of time Ri and R2 that ne have introduced. This 
is equivaient to the correspondence prinaple used for solving viscoelastic problems 

(Bland, 1960). The correspondence prinQple states if the elastic solution to a 

problem is kaonn, then the solution of the viscoelastic problem can be found. The 

Laplace ttansfof~~l of the viscodastic problem rül formaly have the same form as 

the e l d c  problem. The termir that correspond to the elastic constants appear as 

functions of the Laplace trandorm parameter S. Knowing the elastic solution we 

couid then conekuct solutions for any value of s, and inverse transform a set of such 

solutions to obtain the time domain solution. The correspondence principle is then 

simpiy a statement that the viscoelastic problem is found from the elastic problem 

by replacing the elatic parameters by a convolution with a time dependent function 

(the relaxation fùnction), and recognition that convolution in the time domain is 

equivalent to multiplication in the Laplace trZLIlSform domain. 

Bland (1960) also shows that the familar decoupling of SH and P-SV wavea 

for elastic media al80 holds for linear viscoelastic media. 1 shall make use of this 

result by considering one degree of fieedom and two degree of fieedom problems 

sep arat ely. 

Matching rheology to real mateaiais 

The treatment in the previous section has assumed only that the relaxation func- 

tion be causal, linear and smooth for positive times. This dows considerable scope 

in the choice of functional forme to match the observcd rheology of earth materi- 

als. Other general phyaical considerations can further constrain the set of possible 

candidates. We would consider it reasonable, for instance, that the strain states 

which are remote in history would have lees influence on the ptesent stress than 

more recent strain events. Then the relaxation functions would be monotonicaiiy 

deaeasing f iuict io~ of t h .  Ultimately, the relaxation fundions should reflect the 

propertier of real materials and so mwt eventually be compared to obiervations of 

such materiala. 

To d e b e  reaiistic relaxation functions h o  approaches may be taken. One can 

try to deduce the relaxation fuaction from microphysical models of aeep and defor- 



mation. Based on a studp of a t t e n d o n  in met& versus fkequencg, Zener (1948) 

idenacd a numbu of disaete &O-mechan;.m. operating at Merent time d e s .  

More cornplex materiais display a continuous spectnim of attenuation. Section III 

of Ranalli (1987) provides a good introduction to the topic and he disauses how 

miaoscopic creep is connected with steady state viscour flow at long time scales. 

Altemately, one can tala a phenornenologid approach, choosing relaxation 

functions that summanile obsmed stress-shah relationships and attenuation prop- 

erties. Rom the pe~spective of rheology RanaE (1987) is again a good introduction, 

a mathematid approach is found in Bland (1960) and Minster (1980) srimmarises 

nom the eeismic wave propagation viewpoint. The attenuation properties are gen- 

erally speQficd by referrhg to the Q factor for the medium. This Q factor is 

essentialiy the same as is atudied in introductory physics in relation to a damped 

hiumonic oscillator, where Q for a given fkequencp is deked as proportional to the 

ratio of the energy loss per q d e  to the peak stored energy in that cycle for the 

oscillator. (One has to be carehil whm reading the seismic lituature to ascertain 

which definition is being used. Some authors use use the peak stored energy per 

cyde while others use the average stored energy.) 

Toksoz and Johnston (1981) pmvide a brief and thorough review of attenuation 

and its relation to Q in their fist chapter. Aki and Richards (1980) discuair Q (box 

5.7). Briefly, if a (monochromatic) plane wave in a homogeneous medium decays 

as -(-a), then a, the attenuation coefficient 1 related to Q by 

where v is the velocity. (This is tnie for media which do not have excessive atten- 

uation.) We will see that , as indicated, the oeloaty in anelastic media depends on 

the fiequency. As a result, if a P proportional to  wS then Q-' U not proportional 

to ws-' as is sometimes rem in the literature. However, the fkequency dependence 

of the velocity ia weak and thb b a good approximation for weak attenuation. 

It ahould &O be noted that Q depends on the mode of propagation. Since shear 

waves and compressional waves have difkent ve~ocities, so do the intemal friction 



mechanisms that each excites. Thus for P-SV wavea one would have distinct relax- 

ation fuactiom correspondhg to the tlastic Lamé parametas p and h as mentioned 

above, and they would have distinct Q values. 

An altemate definition of Q is derived fkom considerhg a monochromatic s t t a i n  

wave, so that E = ~exp(irvt).  Since ne  are asiluming linear viscoelastic media the 

stress will have the samt time dependence, but might be phase shifted with a phase 

lag @. For elastic waveil the phae lag 1 sero, and the ratio of the stress over the 

strain is the elastic modulus. in the viscoelastic case 

where M is a complex d u e d  function k n o m  as the complex modulus which is 

a function of fnquency, has a magnitude of uo/e and an argument equal to the 

phase lag of the stress behind the strain. Q can be dehed as 

Since the complex modulus is the time derivative of the relaxation function (see 

(2.12)) this expression shows that Q (w ) is a description of the attenuation charac- 

teristics of the relaxation fuaction as weli. 

ImpliQt in this discussion is the assumption that ne are dealing with solids. 

However, at long tirne scaies the earth behaves as a viscous fluid. These two 

rheologies can be d e d  if one considers a solid model in series with a very viscous 

element. At short time sales this viscous element does not yield and one %eesn 

the solid part. At long time scdes the %olid" is invisible and the high viscosity 

element wil l  yield. The Bugers Body is a very simple model of this sort and was 

proposed by Peltier et al. (1981). They condude that for time scaies much less 

than about 1000 yeus the mantle acts as an anelastic solid. The c r u t  wii l  have 

a higher limit. This is wrg much longer than the time scale of seismic data, even 

for fkee oscillations. Post-seismic deformation probably &O ocms  at shorter time 

scales. For the purposes of seismic modelling ne can consider the m t  and mantle 

as anelastic solids and ignore any fluid part of the rheology. 



How does Q depend on the f equmcy for geologid materiah? Knopoff (1964) 

concluded that Q is approxhatelp independent of fkequcncy for homogeneous 

soiids and invurely proportional to frequency in liquids. ih medical ultrasonic 

imaging attewation and absorption is &O an issue. Bamber (1986) plots attenu- 

ation versu tequency for a numbcr of biological tissues. Fw soiids such as bone, 

attenuation is roughly linear whereas for fluids attenuation varies roughly as the 

square of fiequency, other materials ha* intemediate exponents. Study of the 

papera collected in ToksGz and Johnston (1981) make the situation lees dear. It 
wouid appear that for *solidsn constant Q is a good approximation but for porous 

sampies the preaence of pore fluids can alter this beha~our. For instance Geertsma 

and Smit (1961) fin& that a eaturated porous rolid can be approrimated by a atan- 

dard linear solid. The fluid motion relative to the pore space would be wavelength, 

or fkequency, dependent so this ïs not surprkhg. Jackson (1993) summarises other 

studies by da- that for frequencies fkom 100 Hz to IO* He, 1 /Q varies at fa 

where f is the osdation frequency and a 1 in the range of -0.15 to -0.4 and 

Kjartansaon (1979) also condudes that Q is likely to be weakly dependent on fie- 
quency. Johnston (1981) provides a revien considering the effects of temperature 

and saturation at both seismic and dtrasonic fiequenaes fkom which one can gain 

a good perspective on the problem. 

It waa stated above that it b possible for dinerent vibrational modes to have 

dinerent Q values. This does indeed seem to be the case; Anderson and Hart (1978) 

conduded that on a global scale most of the intrinsic attenuation is in shear modes, 

Q,, and that attenuation associated with the bulk compreesibility is negligible in 

cornparison. Johnston (1981) ais0 dbcusaes the ratio of QP/Qs as a fundion of 

saturation for porous rocks of exploration interest. 

In generai, then, Q b not strictly constant, though this might depend on the 

context. For large scale modelling it is a good approximation, whereas in upper 

crust and near surface studier it probably isdt constant due to  the presence of 

fluids in porous media. This is one of the reasons that 1 eventually chose a method 

of modelling attenuation that couid potentially repreaent an arbitrary Q-(U rela- 

tionship (induding constant Q) over a finite frcquency band. 



A discussion of atknuation theories is found in Kjartansson (1979) who was 

looking for methods of modelling atnctly constant Q methods over the complete 

frequency spectrum. in his nview he groups the theories into four classes. His first 

dass was nonlincar rheological modh. It was mentïoned above that observations 

do not requin non-ba r  theories of attenuation and he &O claime that other 

characteristics of theae theories are not safisfactory. 

Hie second cius indudes thtories related to the work of Ridnr (e.g. Ridru 

(1977)). Ricker uses a modification of the wave equation due to Stokes (1845). This 

was probably inapind by the observation that the force-extension relatioaship for 

a Voigt body (a spring and-dashpot in paralid) can be derived fkom that of an 

elastic spMg by replacing the spring modulus p with the operator p + v d/dt 
where v is viacosity of the dashpot. AU theorics in this clas wi l l  thus have the 

Q a w-' dependence of Voigt bodier. In engineering and .finite element fiterature 

it is common to h d  damping introduced in the wave equation by the addition of a 

temi proportional to the veloaty. One can see that t h  is equivaient to assuming 

a Voigt rheology and can be rejected on the bads that it has an unphysical Q - w 

dep endence. 

A third clam of theories is called the uNear-Constant Q" by Kjartansson and 

indudes the models of Rrtterman (1962) and Liu et al. (1976) which speQfy a 

nearly constant Q over a finite fkequency band. The h a 1  dass is the 'Constant 

Qn dam which an based on power law aeep fuadions, including Kjartansson's 

own mode1 and that of Strids (1967, 1970) in which constant Q is not limited to a 

fkequency band. 

The frequency cutoff of the Near Constant Q theones had provoked discussion 

in the literature (see, again, Kjartwson) as to why then should be cutoff fie- 

quencies and what they correspond to physically. Also problematic is what the 

appropriate behaviour of Q outside that frequency band should be, and the phya- 

ical implicati0118 of that behaviour. As Akî and Richards (1980) diacurs (p. 177), 

these details can lead to unphysid behaviour in andytic results. 

The f o m  of the work prtsented here is numerical modelling. In such work 

the computational grid imposes an upper limit to any fiequenaes which can be 



propagated in the model, higher fiequenues being aliased. It seem to me then 

that apart fkom theoretical considerations the beha* above the high fkequency 

cutoff, if one can construct a numerical method which é reasonably well behaved 

that is the primary concern. As to the low fiequency behapiour, the tirne scaies 

there an more charactexbtic of the viscous fiow regime where the behaviour is no 

longer viscoelastic. For fiequenaes approaching zero, Q should &O approach zero, 

rather than Wty as in the model of Liu et  al. (1976). It was argued above that 

for seismic data we are far from the viscous flow rheology and if one chooses the 

fkequency limite carefully thb should result in a minor problem compared to the 

numerical problem ne WU encounkr. 

A drawback with the fourth class, the constant Q models, is that they do have a 

constant Q. The near-constant Q theones can be modified to produce other Q - w 

relationships. This ù one reason that 1 have chosen to use the near constant Q 

formulation like that of Liu et al. (1976). 

Approximate rheological models 

Whatever model is chosen, we are faced wîth the fact that there is a convolution to 

be performed over all time previous to the present. There seems to be no relaxation 

function for which thh convolution can be expressed analytically, given an arbitrary 

strain history, and yet still approrimate a constant Q behaviow. The alternative of 

evaluathg the convolution numerically ù too computationally intensive and would 

require a complete strain historg be maintained for a l l  points in the model. This 
is not a workable solution either. The only course left open is to approximate the 

relaxation function in a way which prooides computational advantages and retains 

some fidelity to reality- 

The insight of Liu et al. (1976) that anear constant Q theory can be constnided 

by the linear superposition disuete relaxation functions for standard linear solids 

inspired a number of later papers. Liu et al. also observed that one cm consider 

a continuum of relaxation mechaniama operating and define a relaxation density 

function, or spednim. 

If one accepts my assertion above that relaxation functions should be decreasing 



functions of timt then they ahouid be of exponentid order and representable by 

a Laplace tiandorm. (1 later found that Norrick and Berry (1972) discuils the 

physical basis for thk statemcnt.) Viened this ray one can interpret the near 

constant Q theorha as approximations of a c o ~ t a n t  Q mode1 using a discrete 

numba of te- in the Laplace transfom. That b, (ignoring the elastic part of 

the constitutive relation for non) 

The problem non becomes one of choosing the approPmak representation of 

the relaxation function for computational ease, rninimising computational storage 

requirements and atill maintainhg some fidelity to what would be the tnie ana- 

lytic solution. Alternatively, the convolutional form of the constitutive relation 

can be tramdormeci to an equivaent difFerential form (Christenaen, 1971) and ap- 

proximations made from that atarting point. However, once one taises the path of 

numerical solution, the details about the asymptotic behaviour is just one more 

detail of numerical approximation and perhaps not the most important. 

Of course one can remove the convolutiw by takirrg higher order derivatives of 

the equation of motion. W e r  order difFerences aeate numerical problems; with 

the h i t e  precision of cornputen higher order Merences get inaeasingly a c d t  

to distinguish from numerical noise. As weli, the storage requinments inaeases 

for the fields and ail  the^ (highu) derivativea. This approach is worth considering, 

but in thia work 1 have focuiied on the we of memory or interna1 variables. 

The memory variable appeara to have been introduced by Day and Mirister 

(1984). Thek approach is to use Pad6 apptoxhmts to the relaxation function; 

finding the rational fundion which ie in some atme closest to a &en relaxation 

fuaction. (An accessible introduction to PadC approximants can be found in Ralston 

(1965)) Day and Minster (1984) apptoxhate the relaxation spectrum of Liu e t  al. 

(1976) and  the^ formalism replaces the convolution integral with a sum over what 

they call intemal variables, where the time coolution of each memory variable 

is described by an ordinary inhomogeneous dinerential equation with the m e n t  



straia as a forcing term. It is intereshg to obrerpe that this method leads to a 

relation 

where qj and pj are constant co&uents of polynomials in the time derivative 

operator. This is equivalmt to a force-extension relationship for a general n-element 

model of springs and dashpots, 80 thec  is an underlying mechanical model to the 

approximation. 

Emmerich and Korn (1987) found that Day and Miaster's approximation is valid 
only for short propagation distances and instead proposed another approximation 

for the relaxation function. Their treatment aisa makes the connection with a 

mechanical model more obvious. As this is the method that 1 have adopted 1 w d l  

s u m m ~ e  their development here. 

Putting the elastic regonse back into (2.14) and rewriting slightly one has 

Ma is the ïelaxed" moddus, corresponding to the elastic behaviour and sM is the 

modulus corresponding to the viscous behaviour. MU is the unrelaxed modulus 

and Mu = BM + Mp; MU 2 MR. It U assumed here that t ( l / ~ )  is normaiised 

Figure 2.1, based on one fkom Emmetich and Korn should help explain the relations 

Assume that we have somehow deaded on a disaetisation of T into n discrete 

relaxation 

weight aj . 
mechanism, each with a characteristic relaxation time q and relative 



Figure 2.1: 

O t 

Pro totypical relaxation function R(t)  showing the relations between the 
quantities Mu, Mu and M. 

and (2.15) becomes 

This can be interpreted as the relaxation fundion for the generaliaed Maxwell 

body (cf. Bland, 1960, chapter 1, eq. 20) shown in figure 2.2. This is composed 

of ideal springs of stifiiresa Ei and ideal viscoua bodies, or dashpots, of viscosity vj 

as shown. Each spring/da~hpot combination in senes 1 known as a Maxwell body 

and has a characteristic relaxation time q = vj&. These are in parallel with an 

ideal spring of atiibess Ma. 

To see how the memory variables are introduced, consider a one dimensional 
problem with one degree of freedom. Then the constitutive relation (2.11) can be 

written as 

since, in one dimension, a(%, t) = ut (x, t) = du(%, t)/dx. Substitute (2.16) into the 



JI mt) 
Figure 2.2: Generalised MaxweU Body. 

constitutive relation (2.17), 

In the interval -oo t, H(t0.r) = 1 ,  so 

t n t 

dt) = 1- MRdut (r) + M aj 1 e - ( t - r l h ÿ t ( ~ ) d ~  (2.19) 
je1 -Oo 

= Mp(ut(t) -u'(-00)) (2.20) 

It is reasonable to assume that ut(-=) = 0, and ushg aj = 1 and Mu = Mn+W 



Define Xi as the integral te=: 

The real strength of thh method cornes from the following, a direct consequence 

of the use of the Laplace t r d o m  and it's exponential factor. Since Xj is given 

by (2.24), then 

xj = - ajm [ -- ij e- [ ' " )hut (~ )  d~ + ut [t) 
qMu 1 

where use has been made of the relation (sometimes called Leibnitz' rule) 

In a one dimensional medium with one degree of fkeedom the equation of motion 

is 

with 

where the Xj are the memory variables. These N + 1 equations (one for u and 
one for each of the N memoty irariables Xi) are the equations that will be solved 

approximateîy using f i t e  element methods in the next chapter. Emmerich and 

Kom (1987) assurned a homogeneous medium and worked with another fonn of the 



equations based on & = x ~ ,  pat- hornogeneous media together dong intemal 

boundaries. We will see that in the h i t e  elemeot method internal boundaries are 

handled naturally and this set of equations is the more natural to use. 

In Day and M h t e r  (1984) the values of the q and the correspond& weights 

aj corne out of the Padé apptoxhant method. Emmerich and Korn (1987) showed 

that this does not lead to a Q which 1 constant over the fiequencp band. They 

propose another method based on the observation that cadi Maxwell body has a 

Q - log(w) function which 1 approximately apmmetric (a Debye fundion). They 

choose dbaete frequenues wj which are equi-spaced logarithmically and identirp. 

1 with each wj. If the wj are choeen nifnciently dense they wi l l  combine to 

produce a relatively constant Q. Ernmerich and Korn interpose points midaay 
(logarithmically) between the wj and requin that Q equal some given d u e  at 

the <uj and the interposed points. This then produces an over-constrained set of 

equations in unknowns ai which can be eolved in a least squares sense. In their 

paper they present graphs of Q and the phase velocity as a function of frcquency 

for both their method and that of Day and Minster. 

Day and Minster appear to be the &st to solve anelastic problems in the time 

domain, replacing the large storage requked in the frcquency domain with the more 

modest storage requirements of the extra memory variables in the t h e  domain. 

Their method of solution is baaed on augmenthg a b i t e  Merence method with 

the dbaetised equations for the manory variables. Ernmerich and Korn used a 

finite dinerence method, as did Krebea and Quiroga-Goode (1994) using a simpler 

scheme. The te= "<rnemory variablen seems to have been coined by Carcione et d. 

(1988a,b). Their method is based on the modelling method of Kosloff and Bayeai 

(1982) in which the spatial derivative8 are replaced ushg Fourier transform method 

of solution. Their equations art formulated in t e m  of velouty and stress rather 

than displacement and velocity. And the amplitudes of the relaxation mechanisms 

(what is called aj here) are expressed aa aj = 1 - ( T & ~ )  where .cd and T, are 

the j-th stress and strain relaxation times related through the ueep and relaxation 

functions of the medium. The design of the Q absorption band then is a matter of 

selecting values of .rq and q to give a desired Q - w behaviour. Carcione et al. 



then pmceed to time stcp the set of equations ushg a technique of approximating 

the propagation operator (utp[D&) whue D ia a spatial discretkation makk 
operator) wing a Chebycheff polynomial representation (Tal-Eaer, 1986; Tal-Eaer 
et al., 1990). Carcione et ui. (1988~) extends thia method to 2 dimensional media 

with tao  degrec8 of fmdom (P-SV waves). 

More recently Blanch et al. (1995) seem to have atarted fkom Pipkin (1986) 

using a formalism likc that of Carcione et al.. They seem to have missed the 

work of Emmerich and Kom and bow again that the Padé approximant method 

of Day and &ter can be improved upon by what they call the T method. Their 

T method is a fitthg method when the square deviation of the target Q fimction 

from the trial function is computed over a continuous fiequency band; a procedure 

mentioned suggeated Emmerich and Kom (p 1258). A direct cornparison is not 

possible by cornparhg the papers and it would make an interesthg little study to 

see if there are any significant diffennces in either the approximated Q-w function 

or the effects on a propagating wave. 

An aside concuning the formulation of the wave equation is appropriate here. 

A number of authors (Carcione et al., Blanch et al. (1995) and others) use a formu- 

lation of the wave equation where velocity and stress are taken as the independent 

variables. The elastic wavc ecyation can then be cast as two coupled first order 

equations in tirne and space. In t h  formulation spatial defixatives over the elastic 

moduli are avoided (Aki and Richards, 1980, p773-4). As we ahall set, disaetisation 

using finite elements also avoids such t e m  in a very elegant fahion. 

Finally, it will be necessafy to have relations between the phase velocity (at a 

reference ftequency) and Q, and the parameteril u e d  in the approximate Q rnodel, 

Mu, Ma and 8M. These can be found in Krebes and Quiroga-Goode (1994). Let 

wj = 1 1 ~ ~ ~  and 



where 

and wr is a refucnce fkequency for which the phase veloaty of a wave with that 

frequency is specincd. A sensible choice for reference fkequency is the dominant 

fkequency of the source wavelet used. Also for interest is the phase veloaty depen- 

dence (which givee rise to the dispersion) 

In appendix A there is a brief description of the method 1 have used for selecting 

the d u e s  of aj based on the method of Emmerich and Korn (1987). 

Wave Equations 

After spending some effort derihg the wave equation for one and two dimensions 

with 1 and 2 degreee of fkeedom 1 realised that there was a more elegant method 

available. The correspondence principle makes use of properties of the Laplace 

trandorm applied to the equation of motion. (Sometimes one fmds the correspon- 

dence prinaple stated in terms of the one-sided Fourier transform, which is the 



as the Laplace trandom with the ttansform parameter s replaced by iw.) The 
Laplace t r d o r m  of a convolution of f(t) and g(t) b equal to f(s)@(s) ("denotes 

the t r d o r m e d  fuaction). 

Applied to (2.2), and identifying 

the result is (see Bland, 1960, chap. 5 for more detail) 

If the solution for an elastic problem is knoum, the corresponding viscoelastic 

problem can be found by replacing the elastic moduli with the values of the vis- 

coelastic complex moduli as a fimction of fkequency (or tirne scale), assembling a 

set of solutions as a function of the fiequencp and then transforming back to the 

time domain. 

An aiternate way of thinking of this is that to go fkom the elastic to viscoelas- 

tic problem one substitutes the elastic stinness tensor with a convolution with a 

complex modulus tensor; 

This ais0 tells us that the ipmmetries of the complex m o d u h  and relaxation 

teneor arc the same as those poaseraed by the elastic stinness tensor. 

Let us set how t h  appiies to a few speQnc rcenarios. Let us &O use the 

convention that a Cartesian cootdinate system is oricnted such that the unit vector 

ê is verticai (downwads); that SV waves are polarised in the 2-P plane and SH 

waves are polarised perpendicularly with osciilation in the ) direction. 

For problem with one degree of fmdom then, one replaces the elastic shear 

modulus (SH waves) or the compremibility (for acoustic problems) with the rcalar 

relaxation function and scaiar complex modulus as seen in the previous section. 

For one dimexuional problems with one degree of fteedom u = u(x, t) and the 



strain t m o r  oniy has one component e = au/ax. The wave equation then is 

Be careful to dbthguish X which repreaents the body forces ikom Xj which repre- 

sents the memory variables. 

For two dimensional problems aith one degree of freedom u = u(x, z, t) but u 

is stili a scalat. Let's consider u = u, with = u, = O. Then the oniy non-aero 

strain tensor componentr are 

If the media are a i i  considered to be isotropic then the relaxation tensor must be 

an isotropic forth order tensor as (2.13). If one upanàs the various tensor produds 

in the expression Uij = Riikl * ékl then one h d s  that only cryX and cY, and their 

transposes are non-sero, with 

The equation of motion in this case is 

where X, is the componmt of the body force in the Q direction. 

Note that there are derivatives in R as weii as of the strain tensor for inhomoge- 

neous media. In *te Merences there are %omogeneous" and uinhomogeneousn 

formulations, the later inciuding the terms fkom the changes in material proper- 

tics and the former being solutions in homogeneous regions with the boundéuies 

conditions matched explicitly (Kelly et  a l ,  1976). in finite elemmt rnethods the 



conversion to a variational, or ne& form of the equations wil l  reduce the order 

of dinerentiation moving thia partial denvative ddvative to the weight functions, 

while SU ensuring that b o u n d q  conditions are enforced through the term that 

corresponds to an integration over the boundary. 

The introduction of a second degcee of &dom makcs things a little more 

cornplex. Let us considtr two dimensional problexm and use the dtemate notation 

where the strain-vector is d&ed as 

and 

where DI, = citu according to table 2.1. This table is a summary of the sym- 

metnes of the stiikess tensor (Aki and Richards, 1980, page 20) 

and 

Note that the third component of a is actually *ce the strain e,. This is 

unfortunate notation as the symmetry between stress and strain is lost, but the 

reduction in number of indiaes allows other details to be reen more clearly and so 



I have adopted this system. 

Using thb notation 

-=De 

For an isotropic eclastic medium 

Formulated in thïs manner one can sec that to apply the correspondence prin- 

ciple we would replace the elastic moduli h and p by two relaxation -ions R, 
and Rs. These would in general have dinaent Q's. Each of these fuactions would 

then have a rcpresentation as (2.16) and give rise to a set of memory variables. An 

implementation of th& is found in Carcione et al. (1988~). There are actuaiiy three 

expressions whïch appear in this ma-, oniy two of which are independent. One 

couid alternately choose any two to replace nith relaxation functions and express 

the third in temu of them. 

For anhotropic media, one follows a similar procedure. Crampin (1984) b t s  

the 10 possible 3D anisotropic clastic stifkess tensors by symmetry dass. The 
completely aniaotropic case has 21 independent parameters, which reduces ta 5 

for hexagonal symmetry, 3 for cubic and 2 for isotropic. Studping diapter 4 of 

Musgrave (1970) indicates that there are 4 possible stifbess tensors redisable in 

2D, having 6,4,3 or 2 independent parametera. The correspondence principle teils 

Table 2.1: Mapping of IJ to ijkl notation for the stinness tensor 



us dinctly, without ha* to look at the equation of motion in detail that each 
of these parameters wiil have corresponding relaxation firnctions in the viscoelastic 

case. The rymmetries are presaved nom the elastic to viscoelastic. 

More detail wil l  be found in the next chapter in connection with the discussion 

regardhg the spatial disaetiaation cf the equations. It should be apparent already 

that the ma& D, in 2D or 3D can be one of the model inputs. The finite ele- 

ment formalUm can be used to generate the couphg between components of the 

displacement in a very elegant fahion. Contrat this to h i t e  merence or spectral 

methods where the linkages have to be built into the dinerence equations. 

In summary, for the smdl strain lirnit, the convolution integral coupling the m e n t  

stress to the strain b t o r y  can be replaced with an approximation using memory 

or interna1 variables which, because they obey a Waential equation in t h e ,  carry 

the strain history. This approximation can be adapted to constant or smoothly 

varying bctions Q(w)  within a fkequency band. This model corresponds to a 

disaete Maxweil aolid model which is a reasonable approximate rheology for seis- 

mic problems. This approximation has an elastic behaviour outside the fkequency 

band whidi may not be appropriate behaviour. Foi instance, at periods of a geo- 

logical scale the rheology should correspond to viscous flow, not elastic behaviour. 

Nonetheless, in a numerical context, this is a fair approximation. For 1D and one 

degree of fteedom the equation of motion has a partidarly simple form, and the 

correspondence principle can be d e d  upon to eady derive the viscoelastic equa- 

tion of motion (with memory variables) from the corresponding elastic equation of 

motion. 



Chapter 3 

Discretisation "sing Finite 
Elernent s 

What are Finite Elements? 

Many of the concepts assouated with finite element methods are more intuitive 

than those in h i t e  ciifference or spectral methods, but the implementation is more 

complicated for simple one dimensional problems. However for hi* dimension- 

ality and complex geometry, h i t e  elernents pays for the extra work. 

Finite element methoàs are a combination of ideas fkom diverse backgrounds. 

Initidy motivated by a very intuitive vien of engbeetirig problems they later were 

put on a fVm mathematical footing by recognising their relationship to ka t iona l  

methods. One can argue then, that dnite element methods are more intuitive 

than finite ciifference and spectral methods. The implementation of finite element 

methods is more complicated than others and for simple one dimensional problems 

may adually be more complicated. However, because the geometrical description of 

the problem is confined to one part of the aigorithm, higher dimensional problems 

with irregular geometriea are easier than in other methods. 

The intuitive nature of nnik element problems can be understood as follows. 

Conaider yourself a structural engineer designing a steel fkame rky-scraper, and you 

want to know the stresses due to it 's owrt weight , wind loading, etc. You have a sya- 

tem of =te elementsn which are the steel 1-beams riveted together and perhaps 



the thin metal sheets riveted to the 1-beams. Glance at any introdudory engineer- 

hg text on continuum mechania and one wili find solutions to the deformation 

of beams under compressive loads, under shtar, with en& h e ,  with en& fked in 

space, with ends cantilever ed, etc. YOU, as the engineer, apply the principle of Vi- 
vide and conquer", considerhg each structural memba in tum. The beauns set in 

the foundati01~~ havc a h e d  position in space for one end. Othcr beams positions 

are unknown, but one knom that the rioet8 constrain ail beams which join to have 

the same spatial location, so these locations are unknom,  as are the forces acting 

on these beams. For each beam or "dement" the solution of the deformation in 

temm of knom and unknown forces can be written dom. This set of equations 

can be sorted into a system of simultaneous aigebraic equations in the unknown 

displacements and forces. The dinenntial equations have been converted into a 

set of alge braic equations replacing Merential equatiom nit h response, sometimes 

approximate, of each element in the system. 

Similady, a continuous medium can be decomposed into a set of h i t e  sectiom. 

If each section is small, the nsponse of that section to appiïed forces can be ap- 

proximated reasonably weli by some simple model. The sections are conetrained 

to have the same solutions at their junctions, producing a a set of simultaneous 

equations to be solved. 

This procedure can ais0 be understood in temur of Vanational methods. Vari- 

atio'nal methods are based on the observation that the solution of a Merential 

equation minimiscd some quantity which is a fundion of the possible solutions. 

The best known example is the equations of rigid body dynamics, whoee solution 

is that for which the Lagrangian is a minimum. A very complete discussion of 

variationai method in elastic theory can be found in Sokolnikoff (1956, chapter 7). 

The equation of motion can be converted to a variational statement of the prob- 

lem. An exact solution is not possible and an approximate solution wi i i  be found 

using the Rayleigh-Ritz method. In t h  method a (finite) set of trial -ions 

which sa- the boundary conditions of the problem are used. It is assumed that 

the solution can be approxïmated as a linear combination of there trial fundions 

with 8ufIiaent accuracy. The problem then becomes one of determining the coef- 



ficients such that the linear combination of trial functiom minimises the objective 

function. This combination is then the one which is closest to the actual solution 

to the onginal problun. 

Shang and Fir (1973) desaibe the h i t e  dement method as one in which trial 

fùnctions are selected which ate convenient when evaiuating the objective function 

which mu& be m;n;miied and that are stiU gentrai mough to dosely reproduce the 

tnie solution. This is very much like soloing dinerential equations using a Fourier 

trandorm method w k e  the trial fundions are sines and cosines of various periods. 

The fundion to be minimised is the potential energy which is proportional to the 

square of a generalised displacement. The general displacement is represented as 

a Fourier series (or transform). One multiplies by the various trial functiom and 

integrates, which corresponds to the square of the displacement weighted by the 

Fourier coefficient. A set of equations is then solved to find the coefficients which 

best represent the solution. 

In Fourier techniques, or other orthogonal polynomials, the tnal functions are 

dehed over the whole domain in which the solution is sought. Finite element 

methoda choose the triai functions such that they ate d e h d  over some smaîi 

interial and identicdy 8uo outside that intemal. In the jargon these functiona 

have "compact supportn. It ais0 means that these trial functions are not orthogonal 

any more, cornpikathg the reaulting system of equations to be aolved. This is 
tolerated because the local n a t w  aiiows the problcm to be assembled elernent by 

element, and elementa can have arbitrary shapea (nithin limits). Finally, boundary 

conditions can be spe&ed on the surface of each element locally, rather than 

globaiiy. 

This description actuaily appiies to problems which are static. For dynamic 

problems the process results in a simultaneous (impliat) system of ordinarp Mer-  

ential equations which then must be disaethed in t h e .  

Much of thie niU become dearer wïth an example. However, 1 will start with a 

review of what can be found in the geophysical literature concerning nnite element 

methods first. 1 wi l l  then present the discretisation of the elastic wave equation for 

one dimension and a single degree of fkeedom in some detail, thereby introducing 



the concepts and notation with that example. 1 will then introduce attuiuation via 

the memory variables and show how that can be dis~etised using fmite elements 

as well. 

Finite Elements in the Seismic Literature 

Finite elements have never become popular in the geophysical literaturc; perhaps 

because the implementation was more diflicult than other methods when using 

simple tools iike FORTRAN. A revien of numerical mdhods in Aki and Richards 

(1980, chapter 13) mentions h i t e  element methoh but only yields one reference. 

There is a bnef discusaion of the method in Bullen and Bolt (1985), drawn mostly 

from Smith (1974) and Lysmer and Drake (1972). The former is pAmarily con- 

cemed with absorbing bomdary conditions and wiil be discussed in a later section. 

Drake (1972a,b); Lysmer and Drake (1971) (reviewed in Lysmer and Drake 

(1972)) uaed nnite element methods in space and a spectral method in tirne to 

study surface waves. The essence of thk method I to consider single temporal 

fkequencies which reduces to having to rolve a generalised eigenvalue problem for 

the nomal modes and fiequenaes. Rom this the solution can be found for a 

given excitation. Smith (1975) c l a b  that this method is not suitable for body 

waves problems %th wavelengths ahorter than the scale sise'. For his body wave 

problem Smith (1975) mes a time domain method. His exatation appears to be 

generated by applping a "boxcar" displacement at iiekted nodes of a f d t e  duration 

and filtering out the high fiequencies nhich generate n&nerïcal noise aftemrds. 

All these problems, surface wave or body wave, are for elastic media. Another 

method, spedral in time, is the application of Rayleigh's prinaple (Smith and 

Bolt, 1976), applied by (Smith, 1980) to the fhe oscillations of the earth. This is 

basically a perturbation method. 

The introduction to chapter one of Keliy and Maf'urt (1990) comments on the 

lack of a literature conceming finite elements applied to geophysical problems. The 

authors argue that the applications to elastic wave propagation are kom other disu- 

plines which are largu and more vigoroua. If this were tnie then the same should be 



said for h i t e  merence methoh. Yet there is a large geophysical literature in that 

area. They also mention that thae was a series of relevant theses nom Columbia 

University in the 1970'8, without referace. These gave rhe to absirads but no 

publications. Perhaps the association with an industry consortium and issues of 

nondisdosure were involved? The remit 1 that there may be a lot of experience 

which is not accessible. 

Marfurt (1984) studied the acmacy of vaxious h i t e  Merence and finite ele- 

ment methods, presenting the numerid dispersion and other issues for variations 

on these techniques. His conclusions seun quite favourable to the finite element 

method. Honever, ( M e ,  1990) is more pesaimistic, where he notes that even 

on a regular grid, h i t e  elexnent methods gîve rise to a number of parasitic modes of 

vibration. He does point out that higher order h i t e  dSerence methods have para- 

sitic modes too, but these are condncd to surface wave modes. It would be foolish 

to become too discoutaged by this, since numerid rnethods are only aPproximke 

and no one method will have ai i  the desirable featwes one could wish for. And 

although Marfurt shows that these modes exkt it is not dear to what degree in 

any given problem they are excited. Due to the nnik precision of computers the 

modes will b a y a  be exated by some amount. The more important question W 
whether theae modes are stationary, unstable or damped. These questions cari only 

be addressed by cornparison with other approlrimate method's solutions or analyt- 

ically on the simplest of regular geometnes. However, one would probably choose 

nnite element methods for  the^ ability to mode1 kegular geometries, and try to 

minimise the adverse properties. Ruthemon, the irregular @ds may introduce 

more effedo of greater importance. 

None of the literature above has treated viscoelastic media. Vkoelastic prob- 

lems are easily treated in fiequency domain (via the correspondence principle), but 

Day and Minster (1984) appear to be the ntst to aolve the problem in the time 
domain. They, and Emmerich and Korn (1987), Carcione e t  al. (1988b,c), Krebes 

and Quiroga-Goode (1994), Robertsson et al. (1994) and Blanch et al. (1993) aii 

present fînite difference methods. Blanch and Symes (1994) studied the stability 

of specinc finite Merence methods for anelastic media using the memory variable 



formulation. 

In the broader l i t aa tw ,  it semu t h e  is vcry little about transient solutions 

to hyperbok equations. Finite elements an med exknsively for elliptic equations 

(boundary value or equilibria types of problems) and for parabolic equations (dif- 

fusion problems). Hyperbolic equations are of'ten rolved for stationary dynamical 
systtms such a flm over air foilii, or in the study of vibrationai response and 

normal modes to a stationary forcing 

Transients solutions are harder to compute accurately for severai reasons. In 

pure hyperboiic sys t e s  the numerical noise is not naturally attenuated and be- 

haves like the ttansients. Thus the tnie solution can be diffidt to distinguish 

from the noise. Rutherrnore, numerical methods introduce dispersion and attenu- 

ation, the very features ne  wbh to examine in the physical system. Lapidus and 

Pinder (1982) proviàe a very good introduction to these problems and the ampii- 

tude and phase errors introduced by the numerical methods. To quote Press et al. 

(1992, section 19.1),uThe goal of numerical simulations ie not aiways 'accuracy' in 

a strictly mathematical sense, but sometimcs Lbdelity' to the underlying physics 

in a sense that is koser and more pragmaticCn Ofkn this amount8 to adding nu- 

merical viscosity which will dissipate unwanted high eequenq noise. In the caae 

of anelastic media there is natural attenuation, and for the constant Q case the 

attenuation inaeases with fkequency. This attenuation should have the same effect 

on the numerical solutions as the addition of artifiaal or numerical viscosity and 

the solutions should exhibit better behaviour than an elastic medium. 

Statements appear in the computational fhid dynamics likrature that Gaierkin 
methob are Tneffective" or %adequatem, ofien nithout refertnce (e.g. Lefebvre 

et al., 1993). Since I WU be usirig Galerkin methods this sort of statement is 

worrisome. A due to the source of these concerna is found in Amee (1992) and 

Lapidue and Pinder (1982), both of whom say that %andard Galerkin methods 

do not, in general, provide satisfactory [ M e  element] approximationsn. Their 

argument is based on Vichnevetsky and PUncr (1975) who showed that for f h t  

order hyperbolic equations (which desaibe material advection), with linear bais 

functions, there is a parasitic oscillation of wavelength 2Ax that propagates with a 



veloaty di6erent from that of the medium. They &O show that this high-fkequency 

noise can be smeared out by using suitably asymmetric basis funciions weighted 

upstnam. This fint order hyperbolic equation ïs known aa the one way wave 

equation in geophysicai literatun. For second order equations then is no n a h a 1  

upstream or dowmtream direction and the upninding method cannot be applied. 

The problem with Galerkin methods on the one way wave equation is that the 

numerical dispersion is partidarly bad. 

This admonition against Galerkh methods might also M s e  nom attempts to 

solve nonlincar hyperbolic systems. in these cases the combination of the la& 

of dissipation and the numericdiy induced dispersion (or phase error) can cause 

spurious shock fkonta to build up. Perhaps methods 0th- than Galerkin provide 

the numerical dissipation required to stabilise the solution. 

To transform our dinerential equation to the %eak fomf or variational form 

one chooses a set of basis functions and a set of weighting hctions. (This wil l  

become clearer in the next section.) In Galerkin formulations the two sets are 

chosen to be the same. (This is like using the set of functions eik in the Fourier 

transfonn.) Marfurt (1984) says there is 'no compelling reasonn to choose Galerkin 

rnethods. Howeoer, 1 believe there an ireverai compelling reasons to start with 

Galerkin methode. First, it. cari be shown that for a given number of basb functions 

the e m  between the approlrimate representation of the solution and the tn ie  

solution is minimiaed by the Galerkin method (see Shang and Fix (1973), Hughes 

(1987) or any other introduction to dnite elementii). Second, to quote Strang and 

Fix(1973, page 251) concerning hyperbolic systems, "Mathematically, one property 

that can be guaranteed is that if enugy is conserved in the true problem, then it is 

consemd in Galerkids method, and that if it is deueaing wïth tirne in the tme 

problem, then it 1 deaeashg in the Galerkin approximationn. There may be other 

reasons not to use Galerkin methoch but they are not evident at this point and we 

must chooile a starting point. 

Often methods other than Galerkin are chosen, usuaiiy to simpm the evalua- 

tion of the intepals that arise in these methods, which are collectively known as 

weighted residual methods. The use of Dirac delta functions for the weighting func- 



tions is known as "collocation". Finite volume methods have become very popuiar 

in fluid dgnamics and have recently been e-ed for elastic rave propagation 

(Dormy and Tarantola, 1995). 

Spat i d  Discretisation 

In this section 1 wil l  derive the semi-discntised equations of motion for severai 

dinerent problems of hacashg complexity. In a l l  cases a Galerkin formulation 

will be used. 1 have chosen to introduce the technical details by considering a 

one dimemional, one degree of fieedorn (dof) elastic syatem, whoire solution is, 

1 assume, familiar to readers. The formal notation used is unnecessary for this 

simple example, but for more complex problems emphasises conceptual aapects and 

reduces the computational details such as subscripts which obscure the meaning 

of the mathematicai expressions. This formality might reduce the tutorial value 

of this simple initial problem, so 1 have provided a detailed treatment of the same 

problem with just two elements in appenduE C. This appendix can be read in 

parallel with the material presented in this chapter. 

The Gaierkin method makes e~ctensive use of integration by parts in one di- 

mension and its generalisation to higher dimensions. That this generalisation is 

possible depends on two observations: in the higher dimensions there is a vector 

identity which is analogous to the product nile for dinerentiation in single variable 

c a l d u s  and that there is an analogue to the divergence theorem in that dimension. 

This is discuc~ed briefly in appendu B. 

ID, one degree of fkeedom elastic waves 

Consider a one dimensionai domain n, oriented in the x direction of a coordinate 

system and compoaed of several diaennt segments, or elements, with diaerent ma- 

terial properties. For this problem a l l  elements WU be takea as an elastic medium, 

though each segment can have dinuent physical parametera. The boundary of fi 

is denoted by a 0  = r; for ID problems al2 is just the end-points of the domain. 

Each point in l2 has one degree of heedom. This can be interpreted physically as 



corresponding to an a c o d c  medium or to the SH mode, which is decoupled fiom 

the other d e p s  of fkecdom. The equation of motion for this problem P 

Where M is the appropriate moduius related to the density p through the phase 

veiocity $ = M/p. 

The problem is not yet properly posed since no boundary conditions or initial 

conditions have been stated. It is sufauent for now to assume that initial dis- 

placements and velocities are spefied on l2 and that either the ciisplacements, 

or stresses, or a iinear combination of the tao are specined on a 0  for ail tirne. 
In a l l  the numerical examples 1 will present later the initial conditions were zero 

displacement and zero velocity evcrywhere. Boundary conditi011s which are stated 

in temu of the &placement are known as essential boundary conditions in finite 

element jargon. These may be mon familar as Dkichlet boundary conditions. 1 

WU use the former term to maintain the connection with the finite element Mer- 

ature. If the boundary condition is stated in terms of the stress (constant, zero 

or other) they are known as nutuml boundary conditions. Theee names corne 

fiom the obsemtion that the essentiai conditions mut  be incorporated explicitly, 

but the natural conditions are impficit much as they are in converthg dincrential 

equations to integrai equations. 

Let the section of the boundary on which essential boundary conditions are 

specified be an, = r,, and the conditions themselves are u(x, t) = g(x, t). In the 

one dimensional case thb is simply the end points with presaibed displacements 

(either constant or a function of t h ) .  

As with the Rita method, we seek a solution which is a linear combination of 

some set of Otriai" functions. These functiom are selected such that they satisfy 

the essential boundary conditions. Authermore, we requke that the trial functions 

u have the property that 



That is, that the the fkst derivatives (in space) be square-integrable. (Rinctions 

which have this property are said to beiong to the clam Hl.) The set of trial 

fuactions can be described as the set 

Aiso iatroduce a set of weight furictions which are members of H1 as weU, but 

with the proputy that they are zero on Tg; 

The s u m  of any w and any u is in the set S. (It will become apparent (or in 

appendu C) that the trial hiactions and the weight fuactions can belong to the 

same YAmily" or set of bais nuictions. It is becauee the bais fuactions will be 

localiaed in space, or have "compact support* as they Say, that this distinction 

becomes useful.) 

Assume IL is a solution to (3.1). Multiplying by w and integrating, one can 

write 

The right hand side can be integrated by parts produchg 

For the part of the boundary Tg on which the displacements are defined w is iden- 

tically zero and 

w ' Mu' dR 

This is the weak or variational form of the wave equation, the w being the vimial 

displacement S. 

Let us me the notation (. . .)n = Sn.. . dR, and (. . .), E f,. . . dT. Rernember 



that when an integration is over a bomdary there h a scniie of orientation associated 

with it: a &dat ion around a path, an outvard n o d  to a surface, etc. Using 

this notation (3.7) can be written as 

The subacript indicates the domain so there is no ambiguity about the dimension 

of the integrala. 
The essence of variational methods and the Gderkin method in particular is to 

choose a finite set of linearly independent functions in W. Linear combinations of 

these functions then span Wh, a subspace of W .  One hopes that if the number of 

functions in Wh i8 large enough then it inciudem most of W .  If wh is any function in 

wh, and gh satisfies the essentiai bounday conditions then so does uh = wh + gh. 

One then tries to k d  the combination wh such that uh = wh + gh is a solution of 

the problem. Equation (3.8) can then be uppmximatcd as 

This is tnie for any wh. 

To be more definite, choose a set of n bais functions in W and c d  them &. In 

the case of ID, this is a fundion of x O*, in 2D a function of x and y, etc. Then 
any wh in Wh ia 

for some arbitrary constants ci. Since tach 4% 1 a mernber of W it O zero on Tg. We 

also need N - n bash fuacti01.u with which to represent the boundary conditions 



g (x ,  t). Thtn 

The 0th- essentid ingredient to h i t e  eiement methods is the manner in which 
the @i an defkicd. These functiom are chosen to be piecewise amooth and have 

"local supportm. The smoothnesi c n w e s  that the integrale to be caidated ac- 

tually et. Local support means that the function $, is non-zero only foi some 

neighbourhood of the grid node a As w d  it is required that every other bais 
function be sero at node e There is then a one to one correspondence between the 

grid nodes and an amociated bais  fundion. The bais fundions are usually chosen 

as polynomials of various degrees 80 that the integratiom that nill be requked are 

easy to calculate. Figure 3.1 is a e p I e  enamp1e of an inegular 1 dimensional grid 

Figure 3.1: An unstructured 1D grid and the associated piecewise linear basis 
functions. 

(cailed u~tructurcd gdsn in the literature). The i n t e d  between each sequential 

pair of nodes L an element. 

In variational methob one inaeaaes the acniracy by adding more basis func- 

tions. In finite element methods, because of the local support, the addition of basis 

fimctions increaes the reaolution of the mesh. Compared to Fourier series the 



basis functions are not orthogonal, the price one pays for local support. However 

the local support does ennire that the maya which are generated are sparae which 
can be utploited to inaease pez50rmance. Accuracy can ais0 be inaeased by using 
higher order polynomials as the b e  functiom. In part because of the warnings of 

Marfurt (1990) and in part because 1 want to keep implementation simple 1 only 

use the piecewise linear béuh fuactions in this work. 

If there is an essential boundary condition at node 1 (figure 3.1), the bais 

functions 2 tkough 6 would belong to Wh and an arbitrary trial function (3.11) 

would be 

in general there is the problem of whether a set of bai s  functions leads to 

an approximation that converges with uiaeasing rehement to the tnie solution. 

SuiEaent conditions for our problems are (Hughes, 1987) 

The basis functions be smooth on the interior of each elernent. 

a The bais functions be continuous aaoss element boundaries 

a the buis functiom be comp1ete. 

in addition the bais fundions mut be chosen such that that the highest derivative 

that appears in any integral must be at worst piecewise continuoua. if higher order 

discontinuities occumd then integrab over the square of Dirac 6-functions wouid 

appear, which are meaningleas. This piecewise continuous requirement ensures 

that aïi intepals that appear are meaningfui. The meaning of *complete' loosely 

speaking ia that the bais functions can represent any function in the space that 

they span. More details can be found in most introductions to finite elements. 

Here we will assume that all the bais functions that are used are appropriate to 

the problem. 

Ail bais fundions can be fkom the same Ufamily" of functions. The distinction 

as to whether they are in W or S - W is a statement of the nature of the essential 



boundary conditions. Let us assume that point 6 in 3.1 is one on which the dis- 

placement is presaibed; that it is an essential boundary condition. Then the bais 

fiuiction labelied as number 6 is not in W but is in S - W ,  the eet which ne  add 

to represmt the boundary conditions. 

If we instead consider a problem in which the boundaqr conditions are zero 

stress, then aii points in the problcm induding the boundaq points move fteely 

and a i l  basis functions are in the set W. If one then presaibes the motion of 

point 6, then this is no longer an trnknown. One of the sirnultancous equations 

can be removed, and aii e n c e s  to the value of displacement at point 6 can be 

moved to .the right hand siden of the equations as a knoum. The basis function 

number 6 associated with this point Y then no longer in W .  One might consider 

the distinction pedantic, but 1 have found that it has been usefbl to distinguish 

and this made eome aspects of the implementation of the mat& assembly dearer. 

Ruthemore, consider that point 6 moved wïth a presaibed trajedory up until 

a certain tirne and is then "releasedn. The role of the associated variable and 

basis fundion changes in the process as does the ranlc of the problem. This is one 

method 1 use for introducing the excitation into the eystem. For these reasons I 

WU continue to diatinguish between the two types of bais fundion although one 

can take alternate viewpoints. 

The one to one correspondence between nodes and bask fundions can be used 

to simplifg notation. Let q be the set of ai i  nodes in the mesh, and 1, be the set of 

a i l  nodes at which an essential boundary condition appiies. Then qf = q -1, is the 

set of ail nodes which are "freen, or whose motion iii unknown. The summations 

can then be indicated acl EAEqt or etc. As a M h e r  notationai convenience 

1 shail try to use capital roman letters for the index if it is in q or qf and smali 

roman lettera if it Y in q,. if the suxn is over a i l  nodes 1 shall use greek lettera for 

the index. 

Retuming to the equations n e  can write expressions for arbitrary members of 



where ne have arisumed that separation of variables is valid. 
Equation (3.9) is true for the solution u and any weight hct ion  wh. If we 

substitute these into (3.9) 

1 have left the last term as an expression in uf. On r,, O, is aiways zero. On 
r - r,, uf 1 a known funetion given-by the boundary conditions and so this term 

can be evaluated. For most of the the work 1 have done 1 have used stress fiee 

boundary conditions so thie term vanishcs. 

Rearranging, by removing the te- which have no spatial dependence fkom 

inside the integrah, one has 



Since the weight function wh was arbitrary, then the expression in the square 

brackets m u t  hold for any CA. Let's look at the temu in that expression. Each one 

is in the form of a matrix multip1ying (on the left) a column vector. The column 

vectors are either (the numba of nodes in qr) long, or n, (the number of nodes 

in qr) long. The matrices are ei tha  x nf or nf x %. 

These matrices are commoaly identifitd as 

M is the (self-consistent) mass matrix, and K is the stifniess ma-. (Be cateful 

not to confiw the mass mat& with the elastic modulus, M. The context should 

always make it dear which 1 being referted to.) The other terms with index a 

are of the same fom. This can be undastood if pou imagine a system with no 

essential boundary conditions. Then al i  nodes have unknown dispIacementa which 
must be solved for and there is one mass and one stifheas matrix. If instead one 

point has a prescribed position or motion then one of the unknowns changes to a 

known variable. The set of linear equations then can be row-reduced by one and 

the surv iv ing tums in the correspondhg column multiplieci by the h o w n  value 

for that point move to the tight hand aide where they are part of the forcing terms. 

These are the te- in go and g,. 
These matrices are sgmmetric and can be shown to be positive definite. Be- 

cause the basis fupctions have local support, the only non-iero t e m  in the matrix 

occur when basis functions at neighbouring nodes are involved. Thus the matrices 

are non-sero in a band dom the diagonal in one dimensional problems. These 

propertiee aii have implications for efficient numerical solution. 

The evaluation of the integrah in the elements of the maria and stifhess matrices 

lead one to another escientid feature of h i t e  element methods. Referring back to 

figure 3.1 one should be able to conviace oneself that for a there are only 3 

non-zero produds involved in eduating t e m  in these matrices, from products 

with @-, , itseif and &+, . In this vien attention is centted on the ith bais  

function 



Alternately one can consider the ith element. This *oint considers the 

domain i2 aa a a set of non-omdapping e h &  between each contiguou8 pair 

of nodes. The i-th element is bounded by the i - 1-th and i-th node. Then the 

domaid2 can be viewed as a sum of independent sub-domains or elements and 

Then each integral is the sum of tema 

with a simiiar expression for the stifbess mat*. Each ne contains linear segments 

fkom each bmiS fundion, but only a few arc nori-zero. Thcn iS (@i-l p&-l ), (& &) 

and (ai-1 p h )  = (&~+-1). Theae are dl evaluated in the same f2, and so p  (or 

M for the stifhess mattir) has a common value in aü thm tenns. These terms get 

added to the appropriate (i, j) location in the matn* M (or K). There are other 

terms which get added to the diagonal kom neighbouring elements, potentially 

having dinerent material properties. The rignificance is that the matrices are built 
up locally, element by element. 

This done is not 80 s i g n i k a n t  but coupled with the concept of isoparametnc 

elements it provides a very powef i  tool. Note that each element in figure 3.1 has 
a dincrent Iength and that the 

element to the next. In the i-th 

bais functions are in general àifferent fiom one 

element, 

Consider what happens undu a change of variables 



Table 3.1: Mapping of bais  functions i - 1 or i to d u e s  for 5, in tradomed 
bash functions for the ith'elemcpt. 

and 

Using this transformation, a i i  elements pmject onto the same i n t e d  and the 

bais functions in the new coordinates arc (applying (3.20) to (3.19)) 

if a of +a w u  i - 1 or i then t, ia -1 or 1 respectively (table 3.1) 

So ai i  elements can be t r d o r m t d  by a mbber sheet stretdiing operation to 

conform with a standard element on which the integrais can be evaluated. 

Let us aciinime that the material properties in every element are constant. This 

is not necessary, one codd presaibe properties which are fundions aaoss the 

element. There rnight be cages such as a Iinear vertical velocity gradient at the 

near mrface where t h  might be useful and this wouid make an interesting small 



study. However, for the remainder of this work 1 wiU assume that each element is 

homogeneous. In thb m e  the quantities p(x) and M(x) are constants in each De 
and the integrale can be evaluated once and for ail! Then 

It is non an easy job to conrtruct the m a s  and s m e s s  matrices. Note that for 

the 1D example that dong the diagonal each term (ercept for the end elements) 

is composed of two terms, one from the < d>$-i > term and the other from the 

< #f > tem. Figure 3.2 shows schematidy how this works. Each sub-rnatrix 

derived fiom the local element caldatiops is shonn in its position in the total 

matrix. The corners overlap, indicating addition of the two terms that coincide 

there. 

M= 

Figure 3.2: Cartoon of the mat* aasernbb process in ID. The smali squares 
indicate the &matrices determined by integration of the basis functions on each 
element. The 0's indicate singie d u e s  and the x's the addition of two values which 
coincide* 



This L the simplest example of an isoparametric element. It is calied ïsopara- 

metric because the kadonnation we used to a standard domain ('1,lI) was linear, 
M was the b&is fuactions themelves in the element. If quadratic bask functions 

were ustd then we would ttandorm tach elexnent onto bl,l] ushg a quadratic tram- 
formation. In two dimensions we wi i l  use biliaear bais functions and a biliaear 

tran&omation of quaMateral tlemtnts onto a standard square element. It h a  

been shown (Hughes, 1987; Strang and Fir, 1973) that if a @en bais leada to a 

convergent approximation then the isoparametric eiements will converge as well. 

Referring back to (3.15) the spatilly discretiaed equation may be written in a 

mat* form as 

(Kbc and Mbc are subsets of the stiffiress and mas  matrices formed fkom the 

iriner product of bais functions aaaoaated with fiee nodes and bais  functions 

assoaated with nodes where essmtial boundaxy conditions are in effect. They c a .  

also be understood as the resuit of the row reduction from the problem with no 

essential boundary conditions to one with the boundary conditions applied. Each 

column of Mk is mdtiplied by the d u e  of the essential boundary condition at the 

correspondhg node (which may be time dependent). g is then a column vedor 

with each entry being the boundary condition at the comaponding node.) 

It should be noted aa weli that due to the integration by parts no derivatives 

in the elastic rnodulus appear. Neither does one have to devise a scheme where 

the intemal boundaries are eqlicitly coded and the conditions aaoss such bound- 

ariea matched as must be done in hnite Merence methods. Conditions at internai 

boundan«i an taken w e  of by the formalism. This &O means that the formal- 

ism takes care of complu intemal boundaries automatically; the method is quite 

general. 

For static problems thb has the form of Kd = f and can be solved by inversion 

of K, (because K is positive dehite, the inverse exists), or indkect or iterative 

solvers can be used. For the dpamic problem this is of the form Md = 3(d) + f 



where 3 1 a liriear fundion of the displacanents. T b  is a simultaneous set of 

h e m  ordinary diflrc~ential equations, the sohtion of which is discusaed below in 

the section on temporal discretbation. 

ID, one degree of freedom viscoelastic waves 

The &tic wave equation was discussed in some detail so that the machinery of 

nnite e1emat analpis couid be introduced. Details to complement thh overview 

can be found in any number of inhoductory nnik element monographs. We now 

leave the beaten path and examine instead how to handle the sirnultancous set 

of equations r e d t i n g  ftom the mernory variable formalism. Recail that for a one 

dimensionai problem with one degree of fieedom with linear vbcoelastic media, the 

set of equatiom to be solved 1 

The 6rst equation is a wave equation and to an order of magnitude, the waves 

propagate with speed Mu/p, the time scaie being roughly lffrcquency. The second 

equation(8) describe a decay of the influence of the strain history with a time 

constant of roughly 'tj, 80 a very large range of time acales can be involved in 

this eystem. The nature of these two equations ate quite dinerent as well, and one 

might choose dinerent techniques to solve one or the other individually if they were 

decoupled. A look through the literatun did not provide any great insight into how 

to handle such mixed problem - it seems that numerieai analysis is still more of 

an art than a Mience for problems like t h .  Syatems of vector equations ruch as the 

wave equation in multiple dimensions are discusaed in the standard texts, but the 

form of the equation is the aame for all components and the procedure to disaetise 

is fairly straight f o m d .  This will become mon of an issue in the discussion of 



This O the sknplest example of an Uoparametric &ment. It is d e d  isopara- 

mekic because the transformation n e  used to a standard domain ('1,1]) w u  linear, 

as was the bais hctions thunselves ia the dement. If quadratic bais  hrnctions 

n u e  used then n e  would transform each elemcnt onto F1,l] using a quadratic trans- 

formation. In two dimensions we wiîl use biüatar basis fiurctions and a biiinear 
transformation of quadrilaterai elcments onto a standard square dement. It h a  

been shown (Hughes, 1987; Strang and Fix, 1973) that if a given basis leads to a 
convergent approximation thm the isoparametric elements wiii converge as weii. 

Referring back to (3.15) the spatialiy discretised equation may be written in a 

matrix form as 

(Kk and Mk are subsets of the st&ess and mass matrices formed fiom the 

inner produd of basis functions assoaated 'mth free nodes and basis fuactions 

assouated with nodes where essentiai boundary conditions are in effect. They can 

also be understcod as the result of the row teduction nom the problem with no 

essential boundary conditions to one with the boundary conditions applied. Each 

column of MbC is multipiied by the Mtue of the essential boundary condition at the 

corresponding node (which may be tirne dependent). g is then a column vector 

with each entry being the boundary condition at the corresponding node.) 

It should be noted as areil that due to thc integration by parts no derivatives 

in the elastic modulus appear. Neither does one have tc  devise a scheme where 

the interna. boundaries arc explicitly coded and the conditions aaoss such bound- 

aries matched as m u t  be dont in finite merence methods. Conditions at intemal 

bouda i e s  are taken carc of by the formalism. This also means that the formal- 

ism takes care of complex interna1 boundaries automaticaliy; the method is quite 

general. 

For static problems this has the form of Kd = f and can be solved by invcrsioa 

of K, (btcause K is positive debaite, the inverse egsts), or indirect or iterative 

solvers can be used. For the dynamic problem this is of the form Md = F(d) + f 



Similady, (3.27) multiplied by wh nith the same substitutions for uh and 5; AOWS 
one ta extract the relation: 

The parameters ai, q,M, Mu, p an left in the spatiai integrais since they are 

element properties and thus functions of x. Note that the assembly procees takes 

care of the spatially varyhg parameters automatically. Let 

and let the vector of iinknowns dp and Li, be denoted as d and Li respedively. 

Then (3.31) and (3.32) can be written as the system 

If one introduces v = d then (3.33) &n be r ed t t en  as a eimultaneous set of fht  

order Merential equations in tirne. Then the whole system can be written as a 

"matrix of matrix equations" : 

where O is the zero mat& and I is the identity matrix. 



if each medium is designed to have relaxation mechanisms then there are 

4 + 2 ~  matrices to assemble and manage. (Cs, and CL have Merent weighting 

factors in the integrands and are t h u  distinct. Thert an versions of Cs, 
and M, plus the 4 matrice8 M,, KM, CLandM r.) If each medium uses the same Tj 

values, as is reasonable, then this parameter does not vary spatialiy and the number 

of matrices can be reduced to 5 + -, MI replacïng the M,. In that caae 

Terms of the fom have been introduced in this formulation. These tenus 

&se in completely Merent problems in structural mechania when the higher or- 

der equations for beam buckling and plate bending are conaidered. These terms 

appear to be characteristic of *mixedn formulations of the problem, rather than 

5rreduablen formulations (Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 1989, chap. 13, mixed imply- 

ing that there are variables which could be eliminated. Their appearance here is no 

surprise then, since it was already mentioned that one could raise the degree of time 

dïfferentiation and express the pmblem solely in terms of the displacement and its 

derivatives. Mixed methods pose additional complications since it is possible that 

one is now violating some of the requitements for the variational formulation of the 

problem, and comisttncy can be v t ~ e d  by the "patch testn. 1 have not pursued 

this since 1 have chostn to implement another formulation desaibed next. 

Second Method 

Whereas the previous method is rather brute force, this method is subtle relying 

on one key observation. 

Multiply (3.26) by an arbitrary weight function w and integrate over R to 

produce (3.30) again. Then substitute the expansions (3.13) for w and u in t e m  of 



the bais h c t i o n s  +t. Again, 1 wiii simply Ri te  the sums over al l  nodes and handle 

the essentiai boundary conditions by row rcduction later. Since w is arbitrary ne 

can extract the reiation: 

Instead of substituting (3.29), we wi l l  proceed as foliows. Rom (3.28) and the 

approximation for IL (3.13) (ignoring essential boundary conditions for non), then 

Xj can be approximated as 

and the right hand side of (3.36) can be written as 

The q , T j  and M have been put in the spatial integral because they in general 

vary from one elexnent to another. This spatial variation is most easily taken care 

of during the assembly process which woth element by element. Altematively, one 

could makc it an expIicit dependence on the SjB (introduced below) but then the 

spatial bookkeeping m u t  be replicated outside the assemble process which defeat s 

much of the purpose of using finite elements. 

If 



then applyiag a time dinerenthtion and using Leibnitz' d e  again 

By substitution of 3.39 into 3.37 one can identifp 

Using the definitions for M p  and KM fkom above, adding the de% lit 

one can &te the syatem of equatiom as 

which can be written in mat& form as 

This is a very surprishg result in many ways. First, note that there are now 

only 2 + matrices to assemble and manage (M ,, KM and a copies of KsJ. 

This is two leas than the previous rnethod. Second, the aspmmetric matrices of the 

form have been elimiaated. 

Even more surprishg ia that the tirne evolution is drivtn by the displace- 

ment at the same point at the same tirne. But the memory variables are coupled to 

the strain which is a spatial variation of the displacement in the integral dekition. 



The dinuaice is reaolved by noting that we h v e  removed the spatial dependence 

by expancihg on the bais hct ions and that process somehow wraps the strain in- 

formation into the ampiitude of the Cjei-  Similarly, the time evolution is not a real 

problem since ne are caldating the new rate of change béîsed on the previous value 

plus a driving term. The order of ai i  the t e m  is increaaed by the dinuentiation. 

It is worrisome though to consider that the XjB is expanded on bailis functions 

This again appears to be a symptom of the mired formdation rather than an 

irreduuble formulation. Sincc integrah in the derivatives of the Xje never occur 

there is no problem wîth the diecontuiuous behaviour across element boundaries. 

If there are points where the displacement is specified as a boundary condition 

(internai or extemal boundaries) then these enter as essential boundary conditions. 

By row reduction operations one can reduce the sbe of M,, KM and Ksi to the num- 

ber of free nodes, and colle& the columns corresponding to the fkee nodes (minus 

the rows) into three new matrices MF,KE and Kg. In general these essential 

boundary conditions can be time dependent. If g is a vector of the motions of each 

of these points gr(t) then the system of equations will become 

If these boundary points have displacements gr(t) then fii is easily found. The qb 

cannot be independent but their value is not obvious. They can aduaIly be c h -  

lated fkom 3.39 substituting gi(t) for di(t) in that expression. This can either be 



caldated expiîcitly and coded beforehand, or if necessarp, it can be approximated 

numericaiiy. 

2D, one degree of fieedom viscoelastic waves 

Consider a two dimensional problem with only one degree of fieedom. This would 

correspond to a problem with translational sgmmetrg in one direction. Then the 

displacements u are scalar quantitie~ which could be the pressure for an acous- 

tic medium or the displacement due to SH waves. Let's consider IL,, = u,,(x,z) 

with translationai spmmetry in the Q direction. In one dimension there was oniy 

one strain component; non there are two non-zero strain components: cyl: = 

(1 /2)au/ôx and = (1 /2)ôu/ûz For an isotropic elastic medium the stifbess 

tensor ie the general fourth order isotropic tensor and substituting the non-zero 

strain quantities h to  the relation u = Ce one nnds that the only non-zero stress 

components are u, and u,. Rom the correspondence principle (or ushg the 

explicit tensor valued relaxation fundion and convolution integrals) one nnds 

Using the notation where u ,  denotes partial dinerentiation with respect to x, the 

equation of motion is 

Let there be a set of weight functions w = w(x,z) such that w = O on the 

boundMer where the displacements arc spedied. Green's fomdarallows us to 

integrate by parts again, and if the boundary f - Tg is stress ftee then 

where the summation convention is being used; summation being implied ooer 

repeated indices unleae othemise stated. The relaxation function is approximated, 



as in the 1D case, as 

R (t) MR + M ai e-t'Tj . 

Then we can write the non flrmiliar set of equations 

This is a t d y  hideous result. lnetead let's try aomething anaiogous to try the 
second method above. Then the wave equation becomes 

Substituting the approximations of u and w in terme of the bais fundions i@ (x, y ) , 
this becomes: 



We can iden* 

as we did in the ID case. Then again 

Defining the matrices 

the system of equations to be solved can be wrïtten as 

It is interesthg that the form of the expressions ici the same as for 1D systems, 

O& the expressions for the etifhess matrices are di&tent. 

So far we have not specincd any fundional form for the bais functiona a,. The 

simplest aet to use for 2D problems is what is usuaiiy cailed the bilineat quadri- 

lateral element. Consider a square domain [-1,1] x [-1,1] with local coordinates 

[&,q). In 1D we dcâned bais hctiom on [-1,1] as (3.23). In 2D ne can dedae 

where a, b can take the values of 1 or 2, ao there are then four distinct values of a 

(see table D.l). This eame expression can be uaed as a bilinear transformation to 

form 2D isopararnetnc elementr. In 2D one must add some additionai requirements 



so that the trandonned coordinates are smooth and weU defined. Essentially this 

means that the targd quadrilaterais mwt be convex. This also ensures that the 

Jacobian deteminant of the t rdormat ion  n t a h  the same sign M, that elements 

add together properly in the asacmbly proceas. 

Even for simple 2D cases the evaluation of the intepals over the isoparametric 

elements becomes quite complu. Usually finite element codes make use of numer- 
i d  techniques of integration. For thb case it is simple enough to evaiuate the 

integrais explicitly, aa discussed in appendix D. 

2D, two degree of freedom waves; elastic, viscoelastic and 

Let's explore the spatial disaetisation a Iittle more before we discuss the temporal 

discretisation of the problem. 

Consider a two dimensional problem (in the x - z plane) with t a o  degrees of 

fkeedom, u, and u, and an elastic medium. This mode1 wil l  exhibit P, SV and 

Rayleigh waves as well as head waves. (Head waves are &O present in 2D, 1 degree 

of fkeedom (SH) models.) The equation of motion for this problern (including 
extemal body forces) is 

where u(x, z, t) = k(r,  z, t), %(x, z, t)lT. The solutions are vedor vaiued func- 

tions, so the trial functiom and the weight functions are also vector valueci func- 

tions. Specifically, the weight fundionsi w = [w, (x,  z, t) , w, (x ,  z, t )] . Instead of 

multiplying the equation of motion by a scalar weight fwiction as in the previous 

cases, take the inner produd of w with the equation of motion. This results in the 

scalar equation 

or in component form, using sllmmation convention and j to denote partial dincr- 



entiation with respect to 3: 

wipüi = 

But 

or in component form 

(where -- is uaed to represent a double inner product, resulting from the contraction 

of two second orda tensors over one pair of indices foliowed by a second contraction 

over the surviving pair of indices.) Integrating over the 2D domain fl 

and the divergence theorem can be applied to the fitst term on the right side, 

changing it to an integral ovcr T, the b o u d a y  of 0. 

(pw ü)n + ((Vw) * * u ) ~  = (w u), + (w f), 
(3.65) 

(wifi)a + ( ~ i ~ ~ i ~ ) ~  = ( w i ~ < i ) ~  + ( ~ i f i ) ~  

Here, (. . . ), = sr.. . bdr. 
Since the displacement is zero in the 9 direction, then the only non-zero com- 

ponentr of the strain tensor are 

du, cm= - du, 
€==- 

1 du, du, 
dz '  

and €==es=-(-+-) 2 dz dx 
(3.66) 

dx ' 



For an ïsotropic elastic medium the only non-aao stresses are 

If we then expand (3.65) accounting for the zero and non-zero terms 

Compare this with (2.40); this haa the same form as the vector of strairis e. If we 

caii that expression E(u), and if we dl this r(w) and use o = Da(u) (2.42), where 

O is given by (2.41), then 

or in component fom: 

Proceed by choosing a set of bais fundi0118 such that 

Note that the time dependent coefficients are now vectors. We can also write 

where et are the Cartesian basis vectors. Substituthg these into (3.69), we can 

gather terms with in common. Dohg the substitution expiicitly in the first 



tenn in (3.69) one has 

The second tenn in (3.69) gins us the *esa matru. Note that e(w) can be 

with a aimiiar expression for c (u) , with the s u m  runnïng over a. Using this notation 

Let us assume stress fiee boundaries and no body forces and concentrate on 

other matters for now. One can coiiect tenns in m, then for each value of i and 

A, since these C ~ A  are arbitrary then the tenns they multiply mut  be zero and for 

a given i and A 

Because there are now tao degrees of ficedom the unknown displacements are now 

given as the second order tensor dAi and the masr and stifbess matrices are 4th 

order. The m a s  matrix defined by 



The i t i fbss  ma& is dehed by 

K = B ~ D B  

One can interleave the node and degree of fnedom indices so that d is the 

vector [di,, di,, dk, . . . IT. Then M and K are two dimensional arrays. Whether 

this produces any real simplification is a matter of taste, but writtui this way the 

equation of motion (ignoring boundary conditions and body forces) becomes 

which is formally equivalent to the one degree of ikeedom elaetic equation of motion. 

In this case (3.76) represents one row in a 2A sirndtaneous equations. The terms 

in the mas and stitkess matrices are integrab over the same combinations of basis 

functions as ne saw for the two dimensional one degree of freedom c w ,  so the 

expressions in appendk D can be used to evaiuate the expressions for isoparametric 

elements in this problem as weii. Extra bookkeeping is required because of the 

additional degree o f f  eedom. This ïs eady added to the assembly process whkh 
will be discuiised with other details concerning implementation in the next chapter. 

It is through the term BKDB, that the x and z components of motion are 

coupled, as upeded for P-SV waves. The spatial dependence, or geometry, is 

contained in the B matrices; the physics is contained in the D rnatrix. This means 

that once n e  have the mai)linery in place to aeeemble the equations ne are not 

limited to isotropic media. The oniy dSerence for anisotropic media is to replace D 
with the appropriate form with the appropriate number of independent parameters. 

(If the anisotropy ia not aligned with the coordinate system then one has to add a 

rotation as well.) 



1 have i&Mred the essential boundary conditions at certain nodes, writing the 

summation over ali nodes a. As &curised (see appendu C) one can rewrite this 

s u m  as a sum of fiet nodes, A, and a a u m  over nodes which are constrained, a. 

The later can then be moved to the right side of the equation since the di, = gi,, 

known functions of tirne. 
What about viscoela&ic media? Consider botropic media; each of the elastic 

parameters in the mat* D ïs replaced with a relaxation fundion, RA and R,. Each 

relaxation fuaction is approximated as a dbaete Laplace t r d o r m  and convolved 

with the strain vector e(u). These relaxation funetions are chosen such that they 

have the appropnate Q and Q, ova  the descd fiequency range. As mentioned 

QP is usuaîly veqr large and much larger than Q,, so one could potentiallp leave A 

as an clastic parameter and just replace p wifh a relaxation fundion. 
One can introduce memory variables for each of these relaxation mechanisms. 

The details exactly parallel the treatment in equations (2.16) through (2.25). Con- 

sider the expression for u, 

This is replaced by 

where 

In these expressions it has been assumed that the same Viilues of 7j are used for 

the rheological models of both R, and RA. It is reasonable to design both to work 

over the same frequency range, in which case it is convenient but not necessary 

to choose them to be the same. If the substitution is made, and one follows the 



procedure of integration by parts in t h e ,  as in equations (2.16) to (2.25) then one 

h i s  

Similady, one hcb 

and 

and when these expansione are aubstituted only two integrals in tirne appear and it 

is possible to define t ao  memory variables. If ne use a definition aimilar to (3.39) 

we cari de* memory variables ù: 



and 

Although there an aoss tams linking the x and z components, there are oniy two 

sets of memory variables requkcd, corresponding to the memory of strains in the x 

and z directions. This is what one would argue on physical grounds, but it is oice 

to eee that the dgebra cornes out in agreement. The mas8 mat& WU not change 

from the elastic case. The ody change is in the stiffness matru. Writing out the 

full expressions for (wij~ii) one fin& the d o g u e  (3.76) 

where D has the same form as before, except that h is replaced with the unrelaxed 
modulus for the compressional mode MAU and by Mvu. The array A k  is found 

from D by the replacements 

The index k nuis owr the numba of relaxation mechaaiSm, the indices i and j 

run over the values x and r m and n are dummy indices running from 1 to 3. 

Each of Sn, satisfy an auxiliary dintrentiai equation 

If the notation where d = [dl,, di,, dk,. . .IT is used then the system of equations 

to be aolved can formaily be written to look the same as (3.44), substituthg At 

for Ka,. Identifping the node8 at which the essential boundary conditions apply 

one can again identify the driving tems and formulate the problem to appear as 



equation (3.45). The differences in the probluns behg solved an contained in 

the definitions of d and the mass and stifhtss matrices. The general fonn of the 

equations remains the rame. 

Boundary Terms and Body Forces 

So far 1 ignored the boundary integral temm and the body forces. The boundary 

btegrd terms are s a o  on the part8 of r where the boundary condition 

is some condition on the dispIacements, Tg. This 1 due to our choice of weight 

fimctions. Where the b o u n d q  conditions w cast in the form of stress conditions 

one would have to include termil from (+A~)r-rp. The most cornmon boundary 

condition, and the one that 1 have used is a stress nec boundary in which case 

these terxns are again zero. However, if there an stress conditions then these te= 

must be calculated and inciuded. Assuming that the stress 1 constant over the side 

of the element, one needs to evahate $ +A(x)dr either andytidy or numerically. 

The result is a vedor where the Ath element is muitiplied by the d u e  of 

the stress on that side. 

Finite element methoda also ailon for a very neat method of incorporating 

interna1 boundaries in problems. These occur in cases where the coupihg between 

media is imperfect (Le., not welded) or at water-solid interfaces where the stress 

conditions are dkcontinuous. Just as one can consider the integral over f2 as the 

sum of integrab over each of the elementr a., 80 one can consider $, = zefre. 
Along the side of a sùigle elernent which is in the interior of a homogeneous body, 

there are tno terms, one from the integral aroud each element on either side of 

the body. Since the sense of circulation will be dinerent in the t a o  terms the net 

value shouid be zero. However, if there is an internai boundary nith a discontinuity 

the two contributions wi l i  not cancel. This is a neata formalism that having to 

explicitly insert the boundaries into h i t e  element codes. 

Though body forces do not enter into this study, they can e d y  be incorpo- 

rated exactly as boundary conditions on stress. If the body force is designated as 

X(x), then one must evaluate (X(X)@~(X)),. This should not be a problem either 

analytically for simple X(x) or numericaily if necessary. Three special cases are 



worth conaideration. 

ifthe body force is X(x, t), thcn th* can be approxkated as X = ta fa(t)@,(x). 

When t h  is muitiplied by @A and integrated the term which appears in the equa- 

tion of motion is f,(t) (@A@a),. This is of the same form as the self-consistent 

mass ma*. 

If the body force is considercd to a d  only at the nodal points, then X(x, t) = 

xi fj(t)6(x - xi). In X represents a gravitational force then this ie equivalent to 

saying that the masa in the problcm is concentratcd at the nodal points q. in this 

case the body force becomes a vector with values fi in the jth location. 

It  is al80 possible to consider an extemal force acting on a single point. Then 
X(x, t) = f(t)6(x - xi). In this case the body force tenn is a vector which is zero, 

except for the vaiue f(t) in the jth location. This formulation is used later to 

introduce the excitation puise into the model. 

We have oniy a semi-disaetised problem and the solution in the timt domain 

poses problems which are the subject, in part, of the next chapter. 



Chapter 4 

Temporal Discretisation, 
Boundaries and Implement at ion 
Problems 

Having performed a spatial discretbation ne stiU have to solve the remaining system 

of dinerential equations in time. In this chapter 1 wil l  diacuas the possible methods 

and discuss the approach 1 have used. 1 wi i i  abo diclcusr stabiïty bnefly, absorbing 

boudaries, and some implementation problems. The next chapter wii l  then present 

a variety of numerical examples. 

Temporal Discret isat ion 

Having performed the spatial discretbation one is left with a set of Merential 

equations in time which must be rolved. Strictly speaking the solution of partial 

diaerential equations (PDEs) E not the solution of ordinary dinerential equations 

(ODES) in orthogonal directions. The degree of approximation and the tnincation 

errors should be balanced between the various dimensions. Ruthemore the sta- 

bility of any solution scheme depends on the sum total of approximations and the 

order in which they are carried out. There ie little to  guide one except the examples 

of other successfui approaches if one can find them. There are methods for stability 

analyais but theae do not guide one to the initial choice of a scheme. In this sense 



the solution of PDEs is an art- 
Study of t u t s  on numerical methoda for PDEs didn't give much insight as our 

problem $ couphg equations that describe quite dintrent physical processes. Ames 

(1992) does discws the solution of a system like this (section 5-7). Cornbined with 

a study of some of the finite Maence methods (Emrnench and Korn, 1987; Krcbes 

and Q-a-Goode, 1994; Blanch et d., 1993; Blanch and Symes, 1994; Robertseon 

et  al,  1994) 1 can make some guesses as to what might be a reaclonable method. 

After spatial discretiaation using a h i t e  h e n t  method one can use a temporal 

discretisation somewhat like the Lax method, whue centrai dinaences are used in 

tirne and variables are replaced by  the^ average over the time i n t e d .  The memory 

variables could be iolved at intermediate points allowing for a leapfrog type method 

in time. Since the memory variables' governing equation acts at difierent time scales 

one might trp a stin solver (me Gear's method) that uses backward differences. 

These are implicit methods and sacrifice acmacy for stability but wouid allow 

one t O take relatively large time steps. Because of the leapftog method one might 

have some trouble with grid drift and may h a .  to introduce some terms to keep 

the interleaved synchronised, but the couplhg aiready in the equations may 

be sufficient. An attempt at a fully explkit method was significantly faster than 

the method 1 used in the end but wm not stable. T b  performance improvement 

suggests that this direction should be pursued. 

One could use a h i t e  element method in the time direction, but air one ueuaiiy 

wants the solution at regularly spaced t h e  intuvals there is little to be gained for 

the extra complication. However, finite element methob rnight provide some error 

estimate methods that can be used for step sise control and some thought should 

be given to this in the future. 

1 chose instead to use an ODE solver. The equations aa f o d a t e d  are in the 

form of a sirnultancous set of ODES and there are high quality codes available for 

this problem. This approach is knom as the ke thod of k s "  in the mathematical 

literature. These high quality ODE solvers indude some fonn of error monitoring 

and step size control. This approach ailowed me to focus on irnplementing the nnite 

element code and have a prototype system ntnning which would produce results 



that could be verified. The tirne s t e p p e  algorithm can then be replaced at a later 

time with a better design. 

It occurred to me then that thïs error monitoring might interact in a posi- 

tive manna with the e o r  introduced in the spatial disaetbation, managing the 

time step so that it effectively obeys the equivalent of the Courant-Riedricha-Leny 

(CFL) condition. This condition arises whm sol* hyperbolic PDEs using h i t e  

Merence methoda. When one analyses the stability of a chosen dinerenchg scheme 

the ratio v k / &  oftcn appears, such that the condition for stability is v&/& c C 
for aome constant C. The physicai meaning of this condition is that the solution at 

x and t depends on values at t-& no farther away than vdt, othenrise the informa- 
tion could not have arrived pet. The stability condition demands that the numerical 

dinerencing scheme's adornain of dependence" must indude ail points that physi- 

cally could have influenced the motion at the present t h e .  Consequently, one must 

match the t h e  step to the spatial disaetisation intemai. T b  physical interpre- 

tation must hold whether one is using b i t e  dinuence or other disaete methods 

and a similar condition must hold for each method. It must be emphasised that 

the CFL condition is about stability and not accuracy. One can design implicit 

schemes which are aiways stable but not necessarily accutate. One ofken needs to 

use fines disaetisation than the CFL condition would dictate to achieve the desired 

accuracy. 

Typically, ODE solvers that uses an adaptive step sise methods run at two 

temporal resolutions, or they use t r o  Merent disaetbations that give dinuent 

truncation errors. At the end of each step the resuits are compared. If there is a 

aizable dincrence then the step shes are reduced and the process r e m ,  continuhg 

until some error aitenon is met. Then the n d  step is begun. One can see 

right away that this has greater owrhead than a properly designed PDE method. 

However, if the PDE method is not stable then there is no benefit. It is better to 

start with a method which may be stable and give reliable results. In the future 

impliut and stable finite dinuence methoL in time could be used. Some state 

of the art iterative solvers are faster than direct ilolvers for an equivalent expliat 

fomwlation. 



This @Method of Lines" receives short mention in Ames (1992) and none at a l i  

in other standard texts. In a search of the mathematics and engineering literature 

the method dots tum up in d inne  applications: microwave and antenna design 

(Pregla and Vietsorreck, 1995), cia engineering (Y- and Chompooming, 1994), 

and 0uid dynamia (Suwan and Anderson, 1992; Satofuha, 1991). ûften it seems 

the method is implemented without adaptive atep sise control of error using a 

st raight Runge-Kutta t ethnique. 

The system of equatiom to be s o h d  (3.44) or (3.45) are in ari h p l i a t  fonn 

because of the presence of the masr ma&. There are then three general approaches 

to sol* thb system. One can use an ODE solver specifically designed for impliat 

system, one can invert the mas8 matrix and convert to an expliut system and one 

can approximate the system by ushg a Yumped mass mattixn. 
There are aome high quality ODE solvers which wiU work for implicit systems. 

However, the oaes that 1 examined were wrïtten for fuil matrisc storage or some 

band-limited matrix storage scheme. The band-limited ma* storage sdunes are 

still far less effiaent than other spme ma* techniques. As weii, to take full ad- 

vantage of this iome form of band width reduction algorithm ehould be used, which 

adds another complication to the implementation. A number of these schemes seem 

to use an iterative solution and Krylov techniques. 1 therefore rejected rewriting 

these algorithm in combination with sparse mat* techniques for now, but this 

sho id  be considcrcd for future nork. 

The m a s  mal& is spmmetric, positive dehi te  and so has an invuse. In the 

problems we are considering, the physical properties are constant in thne so the 

i n m e  of the mas  mat& can be dculated and the other maya pre-multiplied 

once and for aii. The LU algorithm is a good method for invtrting matrices and 

fairly effiaent. One could also use Cholesty decomposition whidi is somewhat 

more efficient. Since forming the inverse is not the rate controlling step in th& 

application, it isn't that important. 

The problem with inverthg the masi, ma* is that evm if a mat* is sparse, its 

invuse isn't necessdy sparse. Sparse matrices are advantageous because in matrix 

multiplication one only has to perform the multiplies and adds when the terms are 



non-zero. If the overhead invohd in knowhg where the non-zero te= is small 

sigoiâcant gains in performance can be reahed. In a 2D grid using quacirilateral 

elements, for a problun with 1 degree of fkeedom there are at most 9 non-zero 

elements in each row of the mars and StinDess matrices, but the sise of the matrices 

for an N x N grid is N4, and multiplication of a ma* and a vector is itself an 

N2 process. Takhg advantage of the sparse structure can provide huge gains in 

performance. and altemately using fidl storage methods quiddy gets out of hand 

both in termir of performance and storage. So, for smaü problems conversion to an 

expiiat form by inversion and multipfication of the mass mattix is possible. For 

large problems howeru, this is not feasible. 

Due to this desite to have an expliut formulation it has become standard prac- 

tiae in many fields to use a lumped masi approximation. Early solutions to dy- 

namic problems used mass matrices that were constntded in an ad-hoc m u e r ;  

the seif-consistent formulation wed here was f o d a t e d  with the recognition of 

the variationai foundations of the finite element method. Prior to that the mass 

matrices were proposed as being diagonal sincc this leads to the more tractable ex- 

plicit set of equations. A lumped masil matrix corresponds to elements where the 

maas is concentrated at the nodal points instead of being distributed continuously 

dong the element. According to the standard texts 1 have consulted there seems to 

be no theory yet developed to guide one in the manna used in lumping the mass 

and the results are of variable reliabiiity. 1 have chosen to use the uspeual lump- 

h g  techniquen (Hughes, 1987, p. 445) which has the nice featurc that it always 

produces positive lumped masses, which other methods cannot guarantee. More 

information can be found in appendix D. 
1 have largely ignored Newmark methoda which are usudly àiscusaed as solvers 

in finite element texts for dynamitai problems. At fmt they did not seem applicable 



to the system of equatiom n e  have to solve. But if (3.44) is rearitten as 

then a connection can now be made to the Newmark methods. The determinants 

of the fhst two matrices are sero, however, and this wil i  cause problems with 

some of the Newmark methods. As weil, several members of the dass of Newmark 
method eolvess are equivaient to other general methods such as predidor/corrector 

methods. Knowing that this aystem is in pruiciple amcnable to Newrnark methods 

means that these methods can be examined in the future for possibly superior 

methods of solution. 

1 then decided to use an explkit solver, and to test the accuracy of the lumped 

mass approximation. In the next chapter 1 wi l l  show -some results for ID models 

where an expliat set of equations has been fonned k t  by inverthg the masr matrix 

and secondly by lumping the maas mat&. The results were encouraging enough 

that the lumped m a s  formulation was used to run aome 2D models. 

For an expliat iolver 1 tned a number of diaerent methods. A number of them 

performed poorly or not at all. This might have been in part due to s m d  bugs 

which were present at the time of the tests which may have overly stsened the 

equations, thus afkcting the pedomance of the solvera. I found that the Bulinh- 

S toer method (Press et  al., 1992, section 16.4) performed poorly and that the Gear 

method (fkom the eame source) failed as weii. T b  was surprising as the Gear 

method 1 designcd for stiff equations, but perhaps it sacrifîced too much accuracy. 

In the end 1 found that Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg methods seemed most diable. With 



4th order Runge-Kutta methodir a very large number of subdivisions of the intervai 

had to be allowed if it was to make a ,  progreas, whik 6th ordet methods performed 

better and &th orda best of all. 1 suspect that the &th order, in spite of requuùig 

many more function evaiuations per step perfonned better because of the higher 

accuracp, which may be a symptom of the s ~ e s s  of the equations. 1 did check 

the condition number for a typid produd of Mi1 KM and found it was over 1@, 

which is quite SM. 1 therefom aettled on the &th order scheme, adapted nom 

Enright et al. (1974), which has proven to be most efficient and robust in other 

applications. 

Absorbing Boundaries 

Finite element methods, Wre b i t e  difference methoàs suffer fiom the problem of 

having a finite domain whereas the problem to be solved is usually envisioncd in 

an idmite medium. These boundaries are a source of noise in the form of artificial 
teflections and a look at Keily and Marhut(1990, chapter 4) is a testament to the 

ingenuity which has been devoted to this problem. 

Looking at finite elements 1 wondered if the elements at the boundary could 

sirnply be made iadnitely large so the boundary would, in essence, disappear. The 

problem here is that the integrah of the bais  functiom (and derivatives) would not 

be d e k d .  1 found that thb same idea had been wied fincihg stationary solutions 

for flon past rotathg objects. (Betteas, 1977) and the stationary solution of stresses 

caused by cavities in infinite media (Beer and Meek, 1981). The key was to replace 

the polynomial basis fimctions in the last element with a polynomial of otder n- 1 

multipiied by a decaying exponential, though any ntfnciently high power of I / x  

wouid also suûïce. 

in our problem with iinear basis functions thh would be equivalent to replacing 

the basis functions in the last element with 



and letting L go to some large number. Then the elemental mass mat& wouid 

bave elements 

which would &st, ucept for the (@&) te= which would tend to 00. Ali terms 

in the stiffness matrix would exist. 

There are two possible arguments as to whether thia would work or not for 

dynamic problems. On one hand, the last node in the pmblem is W t e l y  remote 

and an iacoming waw would never get to the boundary. On the other hand one 

could argue that the new -ten element has infinite mass and ao inhite inertia. 

An incoming wave would sec the proximal end of this element as an immovable 

object and simply refiect off the that end, which h a  simply become a new, and 

rigid, boundary* 

The second argument here has some support fiom a tri& for handling essential 

boundary conditions. Let us suppose that one assembles the arrays for the problem 

as if aî i  points are free. The addition of the essentiai boundary conditions would 

require a row reduction as previously mentioned. Several finite element texts relate 

that the same effect can be achieved if the row in the masa matrix corresponding 

to those points an gïven arbitrarily large values, and the corresponding columns 

copied to the forcing terms in the sirnultancous equatiom as wual. This effec- 

tively removes those points as degrees of f eedom and saves one fkom copying large 

unwieldy matrices. 

There is &O support for this argument from the work of Bahnt (1978) who 

reports that changes in element sW in a physically homogeneom problem creates 

spurious reflections. One would then suspect that changing the element sise from 

fmite to indnite would aeate quite a large reflection coefficient. 

1 modined a 1D model, implementing the last element as desaibed and indeed 

found that the incident wave bounced off the proximal end of the element as if it 

had encountered a rigid body. 

Not to be discouraged, 1 found Bettess and Zienkiewicz (1977) solve the shal- 



low water wave equation ushg these infinite elements (in this paper they nfer to 

Lysmer and Drake (1971) solving ieismic problem). In addition to using infinite 

elemento Betteos and Zienkiewiez (1977) have had to impose the radiation condi- 

tion; that no energy may corne from w t y " .  In esience then they are solving 

the wave equation, but in the b o u n d q  elements they are sol* a one-way wave 

equation (the brst order hyperbolic equation). This same approach is the bais  
of the absorbing boundary condition formulation of Clayton and Engquist (1977), 

and other subsequent work which can be dased  wîth it. 

The problem with this sort of boundary condition is that it is not dear how 

it would work for viscoelastic media- One could write a one-way wave equation 

using the dispersion relation for c(w) (2.34), but it ïa not dear what to do with 

the memory variables. And since the onc-nay wave equation is not derïved from 

the stress-shah relation it is not dear how to introduce their equivalent. 

Aitemate methods of adding absorbing boundaries do exist. The method of 

Smith (1974) could be used, except that multiple models must be computed with 

d a t i o n s  on the boundary conditions. The t h e  stepping 1 use must be optimised 

fmt, before this would be feasible. 

The obvious boundary condition for thia problem is to aeate an absorbing 

sponge about the region of intmst. It is pafticularly easy ushg finite elements; 

one can simply add layer upon layer speQfyirig an ever deaeasirig Q value for the 

elements in each layer- Expviments have codbmed that changing Q by a large 

amount but keeping the other physical parameters constant ( and with a constant 

element sise) produces nflections. This is not surprising as this corresponds to the 

boundary between to physically diaerent media and one might expect refledions 

off such a boundarp. Furthermore, (Aki and Richatda, 1980, eq. 5-87), 

for Q not too smd. If the reflection coefficient for normal incidence between two 

anelastic media is still given by the Merence of acoustic impedance over the sum 

of the irnpedance, then one can aee that Q contrat alone would give rise to a 



refledion. 

Unforhinately t h  meam that to have an absorbing or transparent border one 

has to add layer upon Iayer, each with încreasing Q. One &O h a  to ensure that 

each layer is not too thin or the wave nill not see the layer, and especially thin 

layers would require bnu timc stepping (the CFL condition again). StU, layers 

of decreasing Q can be added with increasing element she. The loss in acmacy 

beyond the region of interest is not that important and one atill reakes some 

gain by reduchg the number of superfluou nodes in the grid. Experimcnts in 

ID problems show that padding with low Q media does attenuate reflections. In 

2D adding a low Q sponge around the domain of interest adds signincantly to 

the numba of unknowns in the system and thua the overali problem sbe,  without 

adding usefiii information in the solution. This absorbing sponge can easily double 

the sïze of the problem. The software for grid preparation that 1 used had an 
upper limit on total problem sbe, so the sponge severely limited usable mode1 

size. In principle there is no problem here, but in practke 1 was unable to use 

this method. As a result ail of the models which appear in the next chapter have 

used fiee boundary conditions and 1 have riied to design the mode1 such that those 

boundaries are sufIiciently remote that the reflections are not a problem. 

In an attempt to use very low Q d u e s  (lem that 4) to more rapidly attenuate 

the energy 1 found that numerical btabilities were showing up once the wave 

entered the region of low Q. This leada us to the next topic. 

S tability 

In attempts to use very low Q 1 noticed that when wavea entered a region where 

Q was very low (< 5) the amplitude of the wave grew exponentiaiiy, a sign of 

numerical instability. 

1 also noticed that as Q approaùm eero some of the ajb, the coefficients of 

each MaxweU element in the generalised Mameil body, become negative. The 

exact value of Q at which thh occurs depends on the density and reference velocity 

specified. Referring badc to 2.2 a negative value of ai impliea a negative value 



of the spring constant and the viscosity. Negative spring constants are unstable 

and negative viscosities are even more problematic. One could argue that negative 

values of the ai's are unphysical. An alternate vîew says that the CO-efficients do 

not represent anything phfical and are just mathematicai constnicts used to give 

the ove& desked behaviour for the system Apart fkom the physical meaning, is 

there anp rearion that the stabüity should depend on the sign of ai? 

Let us aee if it is possible to do a stab'ity analysis on the numerical scheme. 

(Good introductions can be found in Ames (1992) or Lapidus and Pinder (1982) 

and a very brief introduction 1 found in Press et al. ((1992)). The simplest is 

the Fourier stability analysis, &O known as the von Neumann stability analysis. It 

requires that the grid be regular and rtctangular so it will not tell us anything about 

irregular grids, an important point when using h i t e  elements, and it ais0 ignores 

boupdazy effects. We could use a matrix stability analjais since n e  presumabIy can 

assemble the matrices (induding boundary &ds), but as we wïli not be proceed 

very fa with the analysis, the simpler wiiî sufnce. For similar reasons 1 wii i  start 

with the simpler lumped masa formulation. 

Stability analyses are usually applied to PDE methods where the dinerences 

in time and space are fairly simple. There is iittle hope in trying to do this for 

a Runge-Kutta ODE solver, and if adaptive step ske is used it quiddy becomes 

intractable. However m y  point niU be made if n e  consider a simple finite elexnent 

in space and Euler fornard Merence in tirne. The forward dinerence wïii almort 

certainly be unstable but 1 only want to show the generai form so this exercise 

might still be useful. 

A typical row in the 1D viscoelastic equatioxu is 



Applying a simple forward dintrence in t h e  one has 

where the subscript and superscript refer to the spatial and temporal disaetisation, 

respectively. if one were designing a ciifferenhg acheme, some of these values 

should be replaced with average due8 over adjacent points in the mesh as in the 

Lax method. 

A single Fourier component is used as the initial condition and allowed to prop- 

agate through one tïme step. If the ratio of the amplitudes is greater than 1, 

then noise can grow exponentially and the method is unstable. This method also 

provides information about the phase errors, and thus the numerical dispersion, 

introduced by the disaetisation scheme.) Let 

where h and k are the spatial and temporal atep sises and i in ei is G, not an 

index. If these are substituted into the Merence scheme one finda 

which can be combined into a single expression: 



This factor m u t  be Iess than 1 for stab'ity. If it is greater than 1 for any com- 

bination of parameters, the method is unstable. To examine this for ail possible 

combinations, with multiple relaxation mechanisms is a daunting task. This ex- 

pression is for a veqr simple 6rst order Runga-Kutta scherne. Higher order methods 

would very tapidly become intractable. To their aedit, Blanch and Symes (1994) 

looked at a number of finite dincrence schemes, though with a single relaxation 

mechanism. 

The parameter ai enters in the numerator of this expression for 6. It is therefore 

conceivable that the diange in sign fiom aj to -aj may move the zero3 of the 

polynomial from inside to outside a unit M e ,  and the sdieme could change from 

stable to unstable. 

Kreiss and Scherer (1992) studied stability of method of lines applied to the 

first order hyperbolic equation using a number of dinaent Runge-Kutta methods 

and found that 4th and 5th ordet Runge-Kutta-Fehiberg methods were not stable. 

They do comment 'This does not mean that we cannot use [these] methods for 

the numerical solutions of hyperbolic partial dinerential equations. We need only 

to add suitable dbsipative t e m  to the space approximation." The equations ne 

wish to solve have dissipation built into them and so there is hope that the system 

may be stable. Unfortunately, the best way to test stability of sudi cornplex sets of 

equations is to actually h t e  the code and nin it! But this b what 1 have done and 

obsemed that negative ai's caused unstable behaviour. If the q's wen a l l  positive, 

and a reasonable t h e  step ahe was used the adaptive step size algorithm aeemed 

to maintain accuracy and stability. 

Finaiiy, if the negative values of the aj are the problem and for some reason 

one neeàs to mode1 very low Q behaviour, then the method outlined in appendix 

A can modified to use a routine like NNLS (Lawson and Hanson, 1974), a least 



square solution with the added condition that the parameters of the solution are 

non-negative. 

Implementat ion Details 

In this 

1 used. 

Grid 

There are a numbu of detaiis necesaary to implement the &te element method as 

cornputer code which have not been mentioned in the previous discussion. Most are 

a d a b l e  in texts such as Hughes (1987) or Zienkiewica and Taylor (1989). There 

.were several points qecific to this work which gave me considerable reason to pause 

and think, and which 1 nsolved in ways which 1 h v e  not seen mentioned elsewhere. 

1 I sedion 1 wil l  briefly describe some of these points and the solutions which 

Description and Cell Orientation 

It is easy to constmct regular grids such ae are typically used in finite dinerence 

models. For unstnictured gride however, one must have some way of describing 

them for input to the numerical code. Since propertiea of elements (or ce&) sides 

and vertices are ail required, these must be provided. 

The grid description should indude the total number of cells, sides and vertices. 

Each celi has an index, fkom 1 to the total number of ceils which can be used to 

identify it uniquely. Fbr each ceil there shouid be a way of indicating the shape and 

bais functions which should be used. Whiie 1 have used only one type, piecewise 

liaear in 1D and the Carteaian product to produce simple linear quadrilaterals in 

2D, in generai one could mix types. There must also be a way of encoding the 

material properties which apply to the cell. 1 have done this by using a code which 

would indicate the corresponding entry in a list of sets of material properties which 

is maintained separately. FinaUy then should be a list of the aide8 which make up 

the boundary of the cell. This b t  wil l  vary in sise depending on the type of ceii 

(quadrilateral or triangle) and should be composed of a ht of indices that refer to 

a list of sides. 



A list of sides wïth indices h m  1 to the total number of sides should ais0 

be provided. Each side should be encoded with information which may indicate 

that there are boundary conditions which apply to that side, for inclusion in the 

assembly procesr. Each side &O has two node indices associated aith it identifying 

uniqudy the nodes at the ends of the aide. It may also be of use if the side includes 

the indices of the two cella on either side of itself, though this can be extraded 

fiom the other information if necessary. 

The node list is a list fkom 1 to the total number of nodes which would indude 
the x and y coordinates of each node and some coding for the properties which 

might apply to the node; if it ia free or a constant value applies, or some time 

dependent boundary condition. If more than one degree of freedom exists then 

additional information for each degree of fkeedom should be encoded on the sides 

and nodes. 

In evaluating the maas and stïfihess ma* expressions for isoparametric el- 

ements the sense of circulation around the vertices m u t  remain constant. This 

ensures that the Jacobian does not change sign from element to element and the 

terms from each element add consistently during assembly. It aiso ensures that the 

tenns around the boundary of the elements from the cells on each side are traversed 

in opposite directions and add properly (if the natutal boundary conditions are not 

zero). 

Unfortunately none of the texts that 1 consulted gave any advice about how to 

accomphh this, and so 1 deoiscd the following scheme. Using the list of sides one 

can order them such that the b t ,  second, etc., have common nodes. Then the 

order of the nodes in each side are ordered such that the last node of the first is the 

fïrst node of the second, etc. The nodes are non ordered such that they desaibe 

a convex polygon. It ia assumed that ail elements in the input are convex which 

is requircd by the isoparametric element formalism (to ensure smooth coordinate 

trivlsformations). The aoss product between each contiguow pair of sides can then 

be caldated; if it's aign is not consistent around the entire polygon then there is 

an error. Furthemiore, if the aoss product is zero, that indicates that two sides 

have degenerated into one and the order of the polygon is reduced. This can lead 



to problem in eoaluating the intepals and should be checked. Finaily if the sign 

of the aors  products is negative, one can reverse the sense of &dation. The 

element ia non properly oriented. 

Assembly and Bookkeeping 

Hughes (1987) provides a description of how to perform the bookkeeping during 

assembly. For each node and each degrce of ftcedom at that node there is a cotre- 

sponding row and/or column in the mass and stiffhess matnccs. This corresponds 

to the index of one of the several simultaneous equations which must be solved. 

If one degree of fkeedom exists at each node the folloning proceils works. First, 

from the grid description conetnid an melement nodes array" (EN for short) whose 

dimensions arc the number of elements by - the number of nodes per element. EN'S 
purpose is to proviâe a mapping fiom the local node identity to the global index 

for the node. To fill EN, cydc through the nodes in each element in a consistent 

order, imerting the global node index. Also constnid an 5dentity vectof (ID) 
which is a vector whose length is the number of nodes in the problem. ID provides 

a mapping betneen the global node index and an equation number. For i = 1 

to b, put a zero in ID if node i ha8 an essential boundary condition associated 

with it. Number the remaining locations sequentially fiom 1 to the number of 

fiee nodes. Remember that there is a one to one association between nodes and 

bais  functions. During aesembly the local node (or basis fundion) a = 1,2,3 or 

4 of element e is associated with the tow (or column) ID(EN(a,e)) of the mass or 

stitIress matrix. If that value is sero, then that node does not contribute to the 

equations for the fiee nodes and is not asaembled. 

This aigorithm does not apply to assembly of the arrays that correspond to the 

forcing te-; the mays called Mke, KbC and in equation (3.25). One could 

assemble the complete arrays ignoring the boundary conditions and perform a tow 

reduction afteraard, but th51 would require stotage for tao  complete arrays whidi 
could be quite sizable. After tryhg all sorti of unwieldy methods a very simple 

solution occurred to me. Simply constmct aoother vector, called IDPRIME the 

same sise aa ID. This vedor wîll be the complement of the ID vector, in that every 



free node wii l  be assigned the value zero, and the nodes where essentiai boundary 

conditions apply wiii be numbend sequentialiy fiom 1 to %. Then during aasembly 

of the arrays M bc, Kbc and the a-th node (local numbaing) of element e goes in 

row ID(EN(a,e)), but, col- IDPRIME(EN(a,e)). This simple method certairily 

reduced the.sbe of the relevant section of code by dosens of lines and made the 

process a lot simpler! An example can be found in appendk C. 

If there is more than a WC degree of freedom per node this process must be 

moued .  Now one h a  to make ID an May instead of a vector, wïth a second 

dimension of sbe equal to the number of degrees of fkeedom. Go through the array 

marking each node and degree of fieedom for that node which obeys an essential 

boundary condition. Then number the remaining locatioru in the array with unique 

indices, fkom 1 to x w n g  where is the number of degrees of freedom at 

the nodes (in generai) and n, is the number of essentid boundary conditions. Then 

during assembly one looks up the location for the a-th node of the e-th element 

and the i-th degrce of fkeedom as ID(i, EN(a,e)). 

S parse Matrix Met hods 

The assembly process works bnc if one is ushg a full indexed storage of the matrices. 

Then one can assign values to any (n, m) location of the array. To do this space for 

the whole matrir must be aîlocated which is prohibitive for very large problem. 

On the other hand, to use sparse-mat* methods one m u t  know the structure 

of the mattir in advance. This isn% very practical because the structure of the 

matrix wi l l  depend on the numbering of the nodes in the grid. If the nodes are 

renumbered in a dinerent order the structure of the ma* will change. 

A solution is to implement an intermediate step. As each element in a matrix 

is addnssed, the routine checks to see if that location h a  been adciressed before. 

If it has then the operation is pedormed on that location as usuai. However, if this 

is the &st time that location (m. n) b addressed, then storage is allocated for that 

location, and (m,n) is added to a catalogue of used locations in the matrix. One 

now stores the values of the ma* components only if non-aero this way, but one 

has to also have a list of what d u e s  are non-sero and where to look for them. This 



is easiiy dont in higher level laquages that support pointer manipulation and can 

be managed, though *th leas elegance, in FORTRAN. 
This form is not very weiî adapted for numcricai use and 1 examined numerous 

sparse techniques (Gilbert et al., 1992; Saad, 1994) to select one which would 

optimise the performance. Mer asaembly a i l  acceas to the arrays h for the purpose 

of multiplication with a vector, for which the method that Saad terms Modided 

Cornpresscd Sparse Row format is very effiaent. This method doea not exploit the 

symmetry of the arrays, and improvement by some factor less than two could be 

squee~ed out, the price being more complex code. AU access to the mays muet 

now be made by fùnction caüs which produce additional overhead and it is best to 

write speuai purpoae routines for acceasing elements, multiplication with a vector, 

etc. 

Source Input 

A source signal mwt be put into the system if we are to watch it ptopagate. Smith 

(1975) wed a step function at a set of boundaqr points at the temporal origin. 

This would introduce high frequenaes beyond the natural Nyquist fkequency of 

the disaete model and he low pas8 stem the resuits. 

One could just as easiiy seiect any point(s) in the model and &ive it with a 

knonm displacement by speafying a time dependent eaaentiai boundary condition 

at that location. Thb would lower the power in ftcquencies above the Nyquiet 

fiequency of the grid and reduce the need for low p a s  filtering. The dranback 

to this method is that one is apeQfying the exact displacement during the pulse. 

Reflections ilÉTiving before the puise termination WU have no e f k t  on the surface 

motion at that point. However the points around the source will respond, to both 

the source and the r e m .  Non the source point wil l  actuaily be acting as a 

point scatteru. On the other hand, the source motion wi l l  be much stronger than 

any incident wavc d e r  geometrical spreading and reflection coeffiaents are taken 

into account. Futhermore, the effect of thk anornaIous source region, roughly an 

element wide, wii l  be 8rnai.i if the wave1ength of the returning signai is much greater 

than the element dimensions. And in fact , for accurate numerical nsults one always 



needs many elements per wavelength. 

At the end of the source puise (asaiming it is time limited) one can simply set 

the dieplacement at the source point to zero. This aeates a similar problem to 

the one âiscussed above, aeating a point scatterer. Or one can think of it as a 

amall inciusion of inRnite mass in the medium. The othet drawbadr is that in a 

synthetic seismogram the source point's trace nill have an unsightly zero response 

contrasting to the receivers surrounding it. 

To use this type of excitation one constructs the matrices Mk, Kk and Ky to 

which are multiplied by the source displacement and acceleration hctions.  We 

ais0 need the memory variables' values at the aource. This is a problem until one 

realhes that if ne know the motion at the point then ne  cari m e  equation (3.39) 

putting the knom motion of de in and evaluating the integral either numerically 

or analytically for Cj at the source. This is another manifestation of the surprishg 

resuit that the motion at the point entera these relations and not the strains since 

we have removed the spatial dependencies by the disaetbation. 

Now, one could assemble the arra .  for M, MbC, etc., and run the problem until 

the end of the source pulse. A t  this point one could set the source point position 

to zero ever after. Alternately, one could say that the point moves with a given 

trajectory and then let's gon of it, 80 that it is then fkee. In this case one would 

have to move the elements of Mbc, Kbc, and the mays back into the M, K,and 

Ki m y s  which effedively adds a degree of fkeedom to the problem. Unfortunately 

the diagonal term is lost, or never assembled, and if this approach is taken then 

the appropriate diagonal terms m u t  be cached for later use. This scheme could be 

quite cumbersome if sources of different durations at Merent locations are used. 

Alternately, one could arwemble the arrays as if a l l  the nodes are fkee, and stiil 

assemble al l  the forcing arrays accounting for the essential boundary conditions. 

When a point is driven with a ghen motion one would set values of the corre- 

sponding row in the masa mat* to a latgc value whidi effectively removes that 

degree of fkeedom fcom the problem. When the motion is over, one could retum 

the d u e s  of the row to a reasonable value and have a zero driviag motion, which 

essentially fkees the point. 



A third option is to relabel the node attributes as the motion cornes to an end, 

changins it from a node whue a boundary condition ie applied to a node which 

is free to move. Then one repeats the whole assembly process from scratch. One 

neeh the lad d u e s  of a l l  the variables at the point with which to restart the 

initiai value problem. The drawbacic to this approach is that the bookkeeping to 

follow which nodes went where upon re-assembly can be quite t&ky. 

The problem with t h  approach in genaal is that one is spe9fping a motion 

at a point. Howevv consider two sources in close proximity. They each act by 

applying accelerations to the medium, but that medium is free to move under 

the other source's a u e n c e  as well. Consider then an alternate scheme where the 

source is spedied as a t h e  dependent body acceleration whose spatial dependence 

is 6 (x - a). That is, it is applied at a point. This corresponds to adding the body 

force term p X  to the equation of motion (and the wave equation) that we have 

ignored up to now. The results of the spatial discretbation process are like those 

of a collocation method because of the delta fimction distribution; the result is a 

vedor of seros ercept for the forced nodes where the entry is 1, the value of the 

basis fundion at that node. 

The implementation of this method is substantially easier and the points are 

ftee to move under the combined iofluence of both the extemaiiy applied forces 

and the interna1 forces of the medium. There is no discontinuous behaviour or 

requirement for modifping the problem at the end of tht input signal, and reflection 

£rom near interfaces can retum while the signal b still active. The.down side of this 

is that one has to input an acceleration, not a known displacement function which 

ia somewhat les8 direct. For the source fimetion 1 use as an input, the acceleration 

has higher fkequency content than the displacement which puts greater demands 

on the numeria, another down side. 

If one thinks about two vibrator trucks as the aources which are coupled by 

the ground motion induced betaeen them this may be a better model. However, 

one would then have to have a desaiption of the acceleration that thty input into 

the ground, rather than the sweep that they are programmed to provide; once the 

trucks start moving with the surface the t r o  will be somewhat diaerent. Still, I 



think that this might provide a closet approximation tha. others with which to 

look at coupling of sources. 

In the ne& chapter 1 wïU present aome numerical resuits based on impiemen- 

tatiom of the ideas in this and proceeding chaptets dong with some discucision 

adcireeshg the q d t y  of the resuitr. 



Chapter 5 

Numerical Experiment s 

In this chapter 1 wiii present resdt of implementatiom of the concepts presented 

in the previous chapters. 1 nül considet both for elastic and viscoelastic media. 

Since convergence characteristics of the numerical schemecl are not available, the 

elastic cases provide a limiting case whexe ne  should be able to recogniae the correct 

results. 

1D models 

For ali the simulations 1 will use the same source puise as used by Emmerich and 

Korn (1987) 

where the period of the pulse T and the amplitude A are adjustable parameters. 

Figure 5.1 ahows g (t) for T = 0.02 sec and an amplitude of 1. Since the theory is 

iinear, the puise amplitude should not matter when we are describing the motion 

of a point, but it nül matter if the localised body force method is used, since then 

the ratio of the applied force to the interna1 forces is important. 

This pulse shape is attractive for use in numericd models as it is causal and 

very smooth. The displacement, velocity and acceleration are all smooth and ail 



Figure 5.1: Source pulse function g(t), equation (5.1) aith T = 0.02 sec and A = 1. 

start and end at zero. Therefore then are no high fkequencies introduced from 

discontinuous behaviour at the end of the pulse. 

The Fouria trandorm of this puise is e a d y  found by obseming that the trans- 

forxn of the sine fundion is a sum of delta bct ions  and that g(t) is the product 

of aine functions with a window (or boxcar) fundion. Then, this product in the 

trandorm domain is a convolution and the convolution 1 easily performed shce the 

two componenta are a shc fuaction and a mm of delta functions. The transform 

of the window funetion fiom O to T is (~/&)e*VTRsinc(w~/2). The transform of 

sin(at) is -[id=) [6(w + a) - 6(w - a)]. Therefore a (w) ,  the trandorm of g (t) 

is 

The magnitude of this fundion is qaphed in figure 5.2. Because g(t)  is nonzero 



Figure 5.2: Magnitude of the Fourier trandonn of the source pulse g(t), equation 
(5.2) for T = 0.02 aec and A = 1. Detail of behaviour above 100 HB is shown in the 
inset, 

oniy within a time window the transform fundion has side lobes, a detail of which 
is shown. 

However, consider a regular grid with grid spaQng &. The ahortest un-aliased 

wavelength representable is 2Ax which corresponds, in the elastic case, to a ne- 

quency of c/&. If this fkequency is too low then signifiant energy niU be input 

into the grid above this Nyquist limit and aliasing wil l  occur. Even if aliasing is 

avoided it is weii known that one wants more than two points per wavelength of the 

highest frequency that is of interest in the problem to achieve reamnable accuracy. 

The time atep has to be matched as weli. It mwt be fme enough that the 

numerical domain of dependence is larger than the physical domain of dependence, 

as sumrnarised by the Courant-Riedrichs-Lcny (CFL) condition. This is not prease 

unless one dota a complete stability analysis for the numerical acheme used, but 

the phyaical interpretation that cAt < & is a good nile of thumb. 



Full Mat+ Inversion Solutions 

For a nnt example consider a homogeneow one dimemionai elastic medium with 

a density of 2000 kg/m3 and a veioaty of 1000 m/s. The model length is 160 m. 

The source puise ia g (t) (equation (5.1)), with a period of 0.02 s, corresponding to 

a dominant frequency of about 50 Hs. The amplitude factor A in g(t) is set to 1; 

the maximum amplitude then turnil out to be about 1.299. 

For this medium t h  wavelength of a 50 H& signal is 20 m. The e s t  zero of 

the pulse's power spectnim 1 at 150 Hs, which corresponds to a wavelength of 

6f m. If the t h e  step is choaen to be 0.5 ms, then thm CFL condition suggesti 

that Lbr EJ vdt = lm. Thus, for a given time step size, too small a Ax may cause 

instability. However, one would like to use as large a time step aa possible and yet 

still have many nodes per wavelength. 

As an example, consider 640 elements in the interval O to 160 m, each element 

being $m long. AU elements are the same sise in this exampie. 1 chose to have 

output generated at 1 ms intervals, and 1 set the maximum time step in the adaptive 

step size algorithm to be half a millisecond. The CFL condition is not satisned, 

suggestiag that using these parameters may give rise to unstable behaviour, but this 

is only rough, and it is in the bail park. Of course, if the time steppîng algorithm's 
error estimate doesn't achieve the error tolerance (which is an input parameter), 

it may reduce the t h  step to something shorter which would satisfy the CFL 
condition. 1 chose the error tolerance to be 1 part in 105 which is fairly aggressive 

for single precision caldations. This model wi i l  be referred to as uElastic model 

ln, the parameters are summarised in table 5.1. 

These d r s t  results were caidated uaing the method where the inverse of M ia 

caldated explicitly and the maya WIK,  etc., are cowtructed. 1 wiîl c d  this 

the "RiIl Matrir Inversen method, abbreviated FMI. The arrays are fully popu- 

lated and the matrir multiplicatio~ become inaeasingly slower as the ake of the 

problem inaeases. However, the only approximations in the rolutions are fkom the 

disaetisation and so these results wil l  serve as a benchmark. 

Figure 5.3 shows the resulting wavefomu at t = 40ms,70ms and 100ms. First 

note that the pulse does not change shape nor amplitude significantly as it prop- 



reference fiequency 
density 
velocity 

pulse width 
dement width 

number of elanenta 
maftjmwn time etep 

enor tolerance 

Table 5.1: Parameters for Elastic Mode1 1 

agates, which is as upeded for elastic raves. There is however, a very small 

high fiequency precursor that ehould not be there. This is caused by the numeri- 

cal disaetbation, whïch introduces either phase errors or, equivalently, numerical 

dispersion. To darify this 1 have recaldated the same mode1 using ail the same pa- 

razneters, ercept that 1 changed the element siae and consequently the total number 

of elements. The waveforms corresponding to t = 0.1 seconds are shown in figure 

5.4 where for clarity I have added an o s e t  to each waveform ro that they do not 

overlap and cari be seen dearly. 

In this figure the resolution changes fkom severely under sampled spatially to 

adequately sampled. At low resolution (4m) the high frequency energy produces 

a grid "Nieag" that propagates faskr than the causal signal which should arrive 

at 100 ma. As the resolution is increased this numerical noise is reduced. One 

shouid expect however that as the simulation is run for longer tirnes these errors 

would accumulate, so increasing the resolution only postpones the accumulation 

of error to unacceptable levels. For this reason one would like to fmd a temporal 

disaetisation matchhg the spatial disaetisation that minimises this effect . Many 
examples of this phase error for dinerent Mtrencing echeme8 are shown in Lapidus 

and Pinder (1982). ït isn't reaîistic that one would bad a acheme with no phase 

error, but one codd minimise it and then choose parameters so the bulk of the 

error wouid appear in higher frequenues than those of interest. 

Aiso note in figure 5.4 that the energy which appears in the spurious precuraor 

(as tesolution decreasea) is balanced by a loss of energy in the negative lobe. My 
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Figure 5.3: Wave fiom source (5.1) in a homogeneous medium as desaibed in table 
5.1, using the FMI method. Each wave form is a snapshot of the displacement at 
a constant t h e  as indicated in the Iegend. 

interpretation of this effect is that higher frcquencies are propagating with a small 

positive phase (or velocity) error. As the wavelet evolves, energy fiom the negative 

lobe will eventualiy add to the positive lobe, increasing the peak amplitude. Later, 

as the pulse evolves and disperties the peak amplitude deaeases. 

This explains figure 5.5 where I have graphed the maximum ampiitude of the 

wavelet as a function of time for the data caldated with a 0.25 m resolution. 1 

interpret the s m d  uiaease in amplitude seen in figure 5.5 as being due to energy 

at high ftequency propagating somewhat farter than the dominant fnquency, and 

in the time interval shown it is adding to the positive lobe. 

The result P ptetty good aii things considered, M, let us non consider a vis- 

coelastic medium. The parameters used in what I WU cal1 'viacous model 1' will 

be the same as for the elastic model 1, with the addition of a specidcation of the 

d u e  for Q, the number of Miixwd elements in the generahed Maxwell body to 

use which 1 ais0 c d  the number of relaxation mechanisms, and the frequency band 

over which Q 33 to be designed to be constant. Table 5.2 shows the values used to 
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Figure 5.4: Waveforms for the rame model as in figure 5.3 at t=0.1 sec, showing 
the effed of vatping the spatial reeolution 

aeate the next model. 

Note that 1 have reduced the resolution ta 0-5 m fkom 0.25 m. This is because of 

the way execution time scales with problem siae. Adding 4 relaxation mechanisms 

adds 3 times as maay unkaonms as in the elastic me .  (Four memory variables at 

evcry point are added to displacement and velouty.) The anays are now 9 times 

larger, (6nJ2 va. (2nI2. Fbr resolutions of 2m, lm and 0.5m, the relative execution 

times were 1:12.5:171. The processing times on an intcl486-66DX2 processor were 

roughiy 0.25 hours, 3 hours and 40 howa. Another halving of resolution wouid 

have a projected procershg time of about 500 hours or about 3 weeh! 

In figure 5.6 1 rhow waveforms at 2Oms intervais for Q=10. This figure can 

be compared with 5.3. The most obvïous featute 1 the decay in amplitude (as 

expected) folloned by the waveform broadtning, most noticeable in the tail. Fur- 
thermore at t=lOûms the omet 1 not at 100 meters, as would be the case for an 

elastic medium, but slightly advanced; another feature of the dispersive nature of 

waves in vicicoelastic media. Note also that the smali precursor is still prerent which 



Figure 5.5: Peak amplitude of solution for Elastic Mode1 1, at 1 ms i n t e d a .  For 
elastic wavcs the amplitude should be constant. The srnail inuease seen here is 
interpreted to be an H a c t  ueated by numerid phase errors. 

we decided is numerical noise. 

Figure 5.7 is the analogue to 5.4. 1 have rerun the same viscous mode1 with 

varying spatial resolutions and plotted the waveform at t=100rns, with offsets so 

each is dearly visible. The most striking feature is how inaeasing the resolution 

Wocuses* the energy of the wavelet. Also notice that t h  smearing is replachg the 

%gingn artifact in the under sampled elastic case. It appears that for the under 

sarnpled spatiai reaolution the total absolute area under the waveform is leas than 

the higher resolved wavefotme. If this is true it may suggest that the numericil have 

introduced damping and this damping is suppreaaing most of the ringing we saw 

in the elastic case. 

The peak amplitudes at 1 ms intervals are plotted as a continuous curve in 

figure 5.8. The s m d  feature around 10 me can be explained as foïlows. The peak 

positive amplitude occurs at 5 ms. This wiil be the peak amplitude until the peak 

negative amplitude occurs at 15 ma whkh is of equal size. Because the Q value in 

this example has the very low value of 10 there is a noticeable decay in the interval 



fkequency range 0.1 to 100 Hz 
no. relaxation rnebnisms 4 

Q 10 
refertnce fiequacy 50 Hz 

demity 2000 kg/m3 
oeloaty 1000 m/s 

pulse wïdth 20 ms 
eiement width 0.5 m 

number of elements 320 
maximum time step 0.5 ms 

error tolerance 10-~ 

Table 5.2: Parameters for Viscous Mode1 1 

Figure 5.6: Wave from source (5.1) in a homogeneous vïscoelastic medium as de- 
scribed in table 5.2, using the FMI method. 
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Figure 5.7: Wavefom for the same model as in figure 5.6 at t=0.1 sec, showing 
the effed of vasying the spatial resolution 

between 5 ms and somewhere lem than 15 ms where the negative amplitude is 

larger than the decaying maximum. 

One is tempted to fit an exponential to this figure and estimate Q £iom the 

resulting decay parameter, but thb would not be comct. Each fiequency decays 

with a dinerent attenuation factor. The better way of estimating Q is to use the 

spectral ratio method. Por two wavcf@ms at difierent times one perfonns a Fouricr 

trandorm and looks at the ratio of the spectral amplitude for the two as a function 

of the fiequency. An andpis such as t h  was performcd on several data sets 

(Dr. O. Margrave, pers. corn. 1996). In some cases excelient agreement with 

the nominal value of Q was iound and in other cases the value was lgniflcantly 

different. Figute 5.9 is a graph of log,, (f) versus 1 /Q for 4 relaxation mechanism 

model that was used in thh caldation. In thb case the spectral ratio gave a Q 

estimate of 9.4. Looking at the osciiiation of Q about the nominal d u e  of 10, 

this is very good agreement. Other data sets gave spectral ratio eatimates of about 

17 which is diecouraging. However, for those data sets there were fewer relaxation 



Figure 5.8: Peak amplitude of the solution for Viscoelastic Mode1 1, at 1 ms inter- 
vals. 

mechanisms used and Merent fiequency design bands. The q are then in dinerent 

places and the osdations in the Q vs. f fundion can be quite merent. When this 

function was graphed for the later set of data 1/Q oscülated about the value 0.1 bg 

about 0.045, in the neighbourhood of the dominant frequency of the wavelet. Thus 

the -vaiue of 17 (*3 A) is understandable. As 1 discuss at the end of appendix A, 

this makea one question whether the method being used to choose the q is really 

appropriate. 1 would suggest that it be amended to at least guarantee that the 

nominal Q is honound at the dominant fiequency. 

Lumped Solutions 

In this section ne  will compare the iolutiorm found using a lumped mass approx- 

imation with the solutiom found above ushg the full matrix inversion. Whereas 

the above solutions had no approximations except those inherent in the spatial 

diacretisation using the Galerkin method, these solutions approximate the mass 

matrix as a diagonal matrix. This allows us to solve an explicit problem that still 



Figure 5.9: 1/Q vs. loglo of frequency in Eh, for the parameters in Viscous Model 
1. 

has sparse structure. Compare the times given above (15 min: 175 min: 2400 min) 

with 1 min: 5 min: 25 min for this spme mat& method. 

For cornparison 1 have repeated the caldations for the Elastic Mode11 and the 

Viscous Model 1. Figures 5.10-5.12 are analogous to figures 5.3-5.5, and 5.13-5.15 

to 5.6-5.8. 

The moat stRking contraet with the previous solutions is that the numerical 

noise appeats at the trailing end of the wavcltt, rather than as a precursor. This 
can only be due to the change in numerical scheme and further reinforces the 

interpretation of these features as numerical noise. Comparing 5.4 and 5.11, the 

artifacta in this scheme arc only slightly latger than in the previous, and in both 

cases the solution is seen to converge smoothly as the resolution is increased. In 

figure 5.10 there is hardly any noticeable error. The plot of the maximum amplirude 

(figure 5.12) is almost LS Lsat as figure 5.5, the deviation again being attributed to 

the dispersive behaviour wïth time due to numerical phase error. 

The samc cornparison can be made with the Wcoelastic model. In this case the 

smearing of the numerical errors resulti in behaviour of the lumped mass solutions 



Figure 5.10: Wave fiom source (5.1) in a homogeneous eiastic medium as described 
in table 5.1, using the lumped mass and sparae ma* rnethods. Compare wîth 
figure 5.3. 

Figure 5.11: 
showing the 
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Lumped solutions for the same mode1 as in figure 5.10 at t=0.1 sec, 
effect of varying the spatial resolution 



Figue 5.12: Peak amplitude of lumped solution for Elastic Mode1 1, at 1 ms 
intervals. Compase with figure 5.5 

very much like those for the full ma- inversion method. 

1D models wit h an interface 

As it seems that the lumped mass approximation works weil, at le& at the higher 

spatial resolutions, ne can make use of the improved computational performance 

to consider more compler models. In this section solutions for ID, 1 degree of 

freedom waves arc shom to behave as expected in the presence of interfaces between 

homogeneous media. This being the case, more cornplex modeis can be built by 

varying properties element to element. 

The example presented here is one dimensional as befote, with the source at 

one end (an essential boundary condition) and the other end being stress fiee (a 

n a t d  boundary condition). At the half way point (80m) there is an interface 

dividing two media. The properties of these media are given in table 5.3 for the 

elastic model which we will consider &st. 

The model was r u  to simulate 0.5 sec of data. Figure 5.16 shows the response 
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Figure 5.13: Wave fiom source (5.1) in a homogeneous viscoelastic medium as 
described in table 5.2, using the Lumped Mass method. 
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Figure 5.14: Wavefom for the same modei as in figure 5.6 at t=0.1 sec, showing 
the effect of varging the spatial resolution. Compare with figure 5.7. 



Figure 5.15: Peak amplitude of lumped solution for Viscoelastic Model 1, at 1 ms 
intemais. Compare with fisure 5.8 

sub-sampled at 2 meter spachg dong the model. There is no gain or trace balanc- 

ing applied. The effect of the velocity contrast between the two media is dearly 

reflected in the change of dope of the fkst Mivals. At 0.08 seconds, where the wave 

encounters the interface befncen the media one can see that the reflected wave has 

reversed polady, as it ~hould and the reflection c o ~ c i e n t  appears to be about one 

third, the theoretid value. The point at 16- is a stress frec boundary so there 

is no diange of polarity upon reflection fkom that end. After the pulse duration 

of 2Oms 1 have held the &st point at ûm at a constant displacement of O. This 
boundarp is effectively a rigid boundary and one can see the phase reversai upon 

reflection there at .l6s. 

In this figure one can &O set the effect of 'stratigraphicn attenuation as energy 

is partitioned into multiples. This can be seen by cornparhg the amplitude of the 

strong arr id at roughly O ms and 0.4 ms in the n e z  traces. Othenvise there should 

be no attenuation. 

The results for vïscoelastic rheology are shom in figure 5.17 for parameters 





eiement wïdth 0.5 m 
number of elements 320 

puise width 20 ma 
marimumtimestep 0.5m 

error tolerilflct 10" 

medium 1 medium 2 

Table 5.3: Parameters for Elastic Mode1 2 

listed in table 5.4. 1 have made a small simplification in the code in which 1 assume 

that the fkequency range for which Q is preaaibed constant is the same for ail 

media. This ia a reasonable physical aiInplification though thete is no reason that 

it could not be relaxed. 1 have also assumed that in a l l  media the same ntunber 

of relaxation mechaxkrns, or M-eU elements, is used. This again is reasonable 

given that we have to cover the same fiequency range and it leads to considerable 

coding simplincation. 

The results show an overd deaease in energy due to the intrinsic attenuation, 

most sttiking in the lower half of the fisure. Close examination &O reveals a 

broadening of the wavelet. 

The wavelength of the wavclct inaeases in the higher velouty medium. The 

tranrimitted wavelet hm the aame dominant frequency as the incident wavelet and 

much the same fkequtncy content. However, due to the change of waveiength we are 

now sampling the transmitted wave at double the spatial resolution for the same 

fiequency. We could anotd to use half the resolution on half thb mode1 and atill 

be consistent in the amples per wavelength of any given fkequency. This is very 

easy to arrange using h i t e  elements; 1 only have to change the input description 

of the elementa to vary the aise and the rest of the formalism during assembly sets 

up the equations in the correct manner. Figures 5.18 and 5.19 are the result of 

doing this for the elastic and viscouil modeis 2, and can be compared to 5.16 and 

5.17 respectively. There is virtually no merence detedable in these figures due to 
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tlcment width 0.5 m 
number of elements 320 

pulse width 20 ms 
maximum time step 0.5 ms 

error tolerance  IO-^ 
reference fkequency 50 Hs 

medium 1 medium 2 
fiequency range 0.1-100 Hz 0.1400 HB 

no. relaxation mechanisms 4 4 
Q 20 30 

density 2000 kg/m3 2000 kg/m3 
vedocity 1000 m/s 2000 m/s 

Table 5.4: Parameters for Viscous Mode1 2 

the change in nsolution. On the other hand the number of elements is reduced by 

33% which translates h t o  sigdicaptly faiikr uecution h e s .  

2D models 

The one dimensional models are behaving surprisiapiy weil, so one is anxious to 

extend to two dimensional models. Two àimensional models introduce a number 

of complications, the most sigpificaat practical problem beuig the description of 

the input model and the sorting of the large amounts of output data. 

The resultr presented here are disappointing, not because the method is not 

performing well but because the tools are inadequate. The software for model 

input preparation that I have amilable is serioudy flawd limiting the size and 

complexity of the input modeis that 1 can aeate. And due to software and system 

problems 1 have had limited access to workstatioxu which would provide some 
perfomance boost over a personal computu. A8 a result 1 have to recycle older 

data fkom development stages which have various iaws, or 1 have been totally 

unable to mate  models of sulEcient rise or complexity to study individual aspects 

of performance. 1 hop, howevu, that the results presented here arc sufiiaently 

convincing. 







The k t  problem in dealhg with 2D modeh can be appreuated by considering 

a 100 by 100 reguiar grid. This has 1012 points where the solution is to be found. 

This may be donc 1 mcl, or 0.5 ms, and amotmts to about 4ûK-bytes of data for 

every timc step (assuming binary dorage and single prehion). At 1 ms spacing 

ne* 4OM-bytes of output data would accumulate for 1 s of simulation. One ais0 

has to aeate the tools to txtract the data of interest from thb large amount of 

data. 

There is added compltgty nom the irregular grid. If one wants to look at the 

whole solution at a point in time, most graphics software a d a b l e  requires data on 

a regular grid. If it does not; then it eveotually has to interpolate onto a regular 

grid. This added complication is time coneumulg. Luckily the formalism of the 

finite element method can be used to do the interpolation, since the solution at any 

point is the weighted sum of the solution at the neighbouring nodes, the weight 

caldated fiom the bais huictions. One needs to nad the grid description and 

the solution must be keyed to the node numbers in the grid or converted to such a 

description. The dumb but simple method is to then SUI ooer ail bais fundions 

weighted by the solution at the central node corresponding to that basis fundion, 

the function beirig aero by design at ail other nodes. This is ineffiaent and slow, 

as ali but the neareet neighbouni contribute sera to this sum. A more intelligent 

algorithm detelmines whicb celi contains each interpolation point and uses the grid 

stnicture amund that ceii to determine which points to indude in the sum. The 

determination of whether a point is in a polygon is a cornmon problem in computer 

graphics, but it is not a trivial aigorithm and requins very carefd coding. A quick 
and dirty method of doing the interpolation L to average over ail points in the 

solution weighted by the distance fkom the interpolation point, to some negative 

power. This is an inefncient method but eaay to implcmcnt, and 1 have wed thie 

where necessary. 

Another problem 1 have encountend is imposed by the restricted sise of the 

modeb that my software tooh would aeate. One would like to have large enough 

models that the wave propagater a suflicient distance to exhibit the effeds of the 

attenuation. However this meant that 1 have had to reduce the spatial resolution of 



the model to keep the numbv of points constant. The reduced spatiai resolution 

required that the pulse width of the model be iacreased, reducing the high fnquency 

content to match the grid. But Iowa fkequenues show lesi attenuation over a given 

distance than higher fkequcnQes foi a constant Q medium. Thus there is a trade 

of between nsolution and being able to dernonstrate the dects of attenuation. 1 

have tried to bnd compromise modeb. 

Thc cylindrical divergence of the wadkonts causes a geometncal attenuation 

which ia by far the largest contnbutor to amplitude variation of the signal. This 
requires aome gain adjustment of the grapbical output, which in turn masks the 

effects of intrinsic attenuation. 

As a fkst exampIe consider the model in table 5.5. In addition to the dues 

tabulated the model contains an interface at lOûm depth. The source is located 

midway dong one edge of the model which represents the surface. The source point 

was held fixed at zero displacement after 100ms, though the dects  do not appear 

in these figures. 

This model has small flaws in that the number of relaxation mechanisms is too 

smail to adequately covei the fkequency range. (it wouid seem that 1 mechanism 

per ftequency decade is a good d e  of th&, and it can alwoys be checked by 

graphing the frcquency response aa in Qure 5.9.) There was a larga flaw in the 

data resulting from a coding bug. This L manifested as some error in the pulse 

shape which has diverged excersively fkom the input waveform. 

Nevertheleas, the pictures in figure 5.20 do show the essential features. In the 

top left one can set the Cucular wavefkont which has originated at a depth of aero 
and o s e t  of zero. When the wavefkont encounters the interface at lOûm depth 

the surface plot shows the amplitude of the transmitted wave is reduced and the 

contours show clearly the nfkaction of the wavefkont. One can ais0 see the reflected 

wave returning to the surface. 

One can consttuct more complicated models, and to do 80 it helps to use the 

flexibility of finite elements to aeate irregdar @S. For instance, in the last 

model there was a doubling of veloaty from one medium to the next. Analogous 

to the 1D case ne should be able to use double the element siae in the higher 



Figure 5.20: Constant timc viens of a 2D, one degree of fkeedom viscoelastic wave 
in a two layer mode1 with an interface at lOûm depth. Mode1 parameters are 
srunmarised in table 5.5. 



element siw Sm x Sm, regular 
number of elements lOOxl00 

pdse Rdth  100 mg 

maximum time step 0.5 ms 
error toltrance 10" 

rtfcrcnct frequencg 1HZ - 

medium 1 medium 2 
fkequency range 0 . W  Hz "Eb 

no. relaxation mechanisma 2 n 

8 20 30 
density 2000 kg/m3 2000 kg/m3 
ve10aty 1000 m/s 2000 m/s 

thickness 100 m 400 rn 

Table 5.5: Parameters for the fkst 2D model. 

velocity medium. The problem is how to merge the two meshes. One could use 

pseudo-nodes to interpolate nodes onto the sides of larga elements, but it is eaaier 

to proceed as in figure 5.21 using the flexibility of isoparametric elements. The 

regular grids on either side have constant physical propertics as desaibed in table 

5.5. The irregular quadrilaterals which bridge the two regions can be assigned all 

one set of parameters or dl another, or some mixture. 

Table 5.6 is a more complete specincation of the model for the next figures. 1 

have moved the interface up and made the modd wider to postpone the reflections 

fiom the rides, choosing butead to suifer reiktions fkom the bottom! Note that 

this is almost as large a model as can be constructed. The limiting factor is number 

of sides since the grid generation software fails if this number exceeds 64K. This 
model was calculated using the technique where the source point is freed after the 

source pulse has finished. 

Figure 5.22 shows 3 constant time slices (nith correct mpect ratio) for this 

model. The irregular boundary dots not appear flat to the higher frequencies, 

but overd the behaviour ia very sensible. The roughness of boundaries should be 

matched to the fktquency content of the excitation pulse. These figures do show 

that the 2D model is simulating the refracted or head wave nom the interface as 



Figure 5.21: Two dimensionai grid showing the scheme for merging sections wit h different resolutions. 



numbtr of elements 28250 
number of sides 56956 

number of nodes 28707 
puise nidth 75 nu 

maximum time atep 0.5 mi, 

error tolerance  IO-^ 
reference frequency 13 Ha 

medium 1 medium 2 
element sGe 2m x 2m 4m x 4m 

fiequency range 0.3-30 Hs * Hz 
no. relaxation mechanbms 3 n 

8 20 30 
density 2000 kg/m3 2000 kg/m3 
velouty 1000 m/e 2000 m/s 

thickness 60 m 200 m 
- - -  

Table 5.6: Parameters for the second 2D model. 

well as the body waver and the refledions nom the interface. 

Rom the aame set of data ne can m a h  synthetic shot records. The shot record 

for the correspondhg elastic model is shown in figure 5.23 and for the viscous model 

we have been discussing, sec figure 5.24. These shot records are displayed without 

AGC, but with trace balancing. 
On both records the aossover between the direct and refkaded amval is visible 

at about 190111. After that there h the primary reftection fkom the interface followed 

by its f i t  multiple. The strong amival after that h the reflection fkom the bottom 

of the model. At about this time the refracted waveir are refleding fiom the model 

aides but one can stili identifp several more events. Also note that the source point 

is fiee to move after 75ms; the centre trace is not dead after that point. The 

amplitude looks low compared to neighbouring traces, but the trace b a l d g  has 
muddled the relative amplitudes, and this is misleading. 

There are subtle Merences between figures 5.23 and 5.24, but they are d B -  

cult to see. By owrlaying the two 1 have conhned that the Mcoelastic model 

doea actuaiiy have lower fiequency content later in the record. To observe the vis- 

coelastic efFects the pulse would have to be shortened, but this would also require 



Figure 5.22: Constant t h e  slices at t=100, 200 and 300 ma for the second 2D 
model, table 5.6. Vbcous waves in a model with an interface and Parying spatial 
resolution. Shades of gray from dark to light correspond to negative to positive 
offsets for SH waves or dilatation and compression in the case of acoustic waves. 







more pointa in the model which wasn't an option due to limitations in the grid 

generation software. Altunately, the between the records indicates that 

the viscodastic additions to the theoq art  correct, an implemented correctly and 

produce a smaU p-bation tiom the elastic solution. Any large ciifference would 

have raised suspicions about the convergence of the numerid solution. 

1 had hoped to generate data for mod& mirnidring geological structures by 

taking admtage of the finite element flexïbility. Unfortunately, I have not pet 

found a model which has the required complexity, yet P nalisable within the siae 

limitations ( a d  bugs) of the grid generation software 1 am h g .  h tead ,  1 have 

tried to h d  a model in the literature which combines these features and shows 

clear evidence of the effects of attenuation. 1 found such a model and results in 

Emmerich and Korn (1987) and my attmipts to reproduce their results raise some 

interesthg problems. 

Emmerich and Korn (1987) model Channel wavea in a coal seam with a fault 

ofietting the seam. They found that in elastic media the fault produces a significant 

reflection, but much less energy is rcflccted in the viscoeiastic media. Aithough 

the geometry is still planar, it illustrates some of the fiexibility in element shape 

and model design. This model ais0 demonstrates that wave equation modelling 

reproduces the dispersive chanriel waves as well as the body waves and interface 

waves (refkadions) that have already been ieen in the previous models. 

Figue 5.25 show8 the mode1 geomctry. The centrai seam is composed of a grid 

of 1/2m squares. 1 have reduced the seam sise from 2.5 metres to 2 metres, as the 

former fits more naturally with dnite cWerence methods and the la t ta  with h i t e  

elements. Using the same technique m before, 1 merged t h  with a grid of lm 

square resolution which repnsents the host rock in which the seam is embedded. 

Fifty metres h m  one edge then E a vertical fault ofietting the seam by its own 

thidmess. The shaded area on the detail in figue 5.25 represents the aeam. 1 put 

the upper and lower boundary far enough fkom the seam so that reflections wiU not 

arrive in the interval of interest. To keep the model skie within the limita of the 

grid generation software, this required another &op in resolution to 4m squares, 

whkh 1 hoped would cause very little reflected energy. The loss of accuracy is not 



Figure 5.25: Grid wed for coaiseam model. Shaded area in the detail indicates 
the coai seam. The source ie located at a depth of ûm and -50m horizontal. The 
geophones are arrayed horizontaliy at a depth of Om, indicated by smail dots. 

a concem as the solution in this region is not of interest. Emmeridi and Korn state 

that they use absorbing boundary conditions but do not speafy the method. 

Emmen& and Korn also use a puise that ia 6.25ms long. This seems quite short 

compared to the spatial resolution of their model (1/2m), given my experience with 

the h i t e  element method. This may be an indication that the phase erronr of my 

h i t e  element method are worse than their finite dif]Eerence method. I used a puise 

of 20x11s and a temporal step sise of 112 ms. The coal wae taken as having a density 

of 1.5g/cm3, a velocity of 1000m/s and a Q of 50. The host rock was taken to 

have a density of 3g/an3, velouty of 2000m/s and was elastic, which 1 modelled 

by spedjrhg a Q of 1000. In addition, the outer coarae grid was made viacoelastic 

with a Q of 30 in an attempt to provide sorne damping of the spurious reflectiona 

fiom the edge. 

The source L on the left side of the model, centred in the seam. The receivers 



were considered to b t  dong the centre of the aeam (y=O in the figure). Emmerich 

and Korn are ambiguous about what happens on the other side of the seam; 1 have 

kept the receivm dong the samt iine and above the seam on the right aide of the 

fault plane. 

The soutce in this model ras the samc pulse as med in ail examples 1 present, 

which is the samt pulse wed by Emmerich and Korn. In this example I have 

implemented it aa a point e x t e d  force operating as discussed at the end of chapter 

4. This is the easieat source implanentation and the &st trace in the spnthetic 

shot record (figure 5.26) shows that it works quite nicely. 

In my initial model 1 took the coai to be an elastic medium. The resulting 

data are shown in figure 5.26, which is displayed with trace balancing but no AGC 

applied. The pulse shows the strongly dispasive charader one would expect of a 

Love wave in a low veloaty chamel. However this is about the only similarity with 

the results of Emmerich and Korn which I have reproduced in figue 5.27. Their 

results show a strong Airy phase at the end of the pulse, whereas mine has the 

peak energy at the front. As well, my tesdt shows no reflection from the fault. 

Applying an AOC appears to bring out some hint of a reflection but it is very 

weak. Emmerich and Koni do not say what, if any, gain was applied in their data 

in figure 5.27. Arguing that my pulse was about 3 times longer than t h e ~ s ,  1 tried 

scaling the problem accordingly, but the result rernained much the same. 1 suspect 

that the resolution within the aeam is i n s d a e n t  to accuriitely model the Channel 

wave. 

When the model was reviscd for a viscoelastic medium to match their model 1 

obtained r e d t s  similar to my elastic model. On the other hand, Emmerich and 

Kom obtained a result a i th  almost no energy reficcted nom the seam. 

The question then arises aa to who is ïightn ? b my irreguiar grid the source 

of the disaepancy? 1 tned to run a model on a uniform high resolution grid but 

this made the problan much too large, and reduchg the overall grid siw made it 

hard to pi& out the key features from the edge effecti. Variation of the model 

parameters in numerouci ways did not aiter the charader of the results, though the 

details varied. This demonstrates that my solution at least had interna1 consietency. 



Alternately, couid the fact that Emmerich and Korn see such a large change in 

the elastic and viscoeMc models indicate that then is something wrong in  the^ 

model? 1 consider theh pulse length rurprhhgly short, introducing high fiequedes 

when cornparcd to their grid resolution. As deznonstrated for the 1D cases above, 

attenuation teduce8 the numerid noise. 1s it possible that the refiedion in 5.27 

is coherent numerid noise due to the high fkequency content, which is removed 

when they introduce the viscoelastic attenuation? At this point 1 would suggest 

implementing their h i t e  Merence aigorithm and ninning other experiments with 

M e n n t  pulse widths to provide comparisons. In addition, finng or teplachg the 

grid generation software 1 use would ailow more fluibsty in the aeation of models 

for cornparison. 

The material presented here indicates that the finite element method as im- 

plemented gives reasonable nsults in 1 and 2 dimensions. The resuits appear to  

converge smoothly as resolution ie inaeilsed and give the correct behaviour in the 

elastic limit, t h u  increasing the confidence in the resulta. irregular grids are possi- 

ble in h i t e  Merence methoàs, but much easier to implement ushg finite elements. 

If used carefully this cap be used to r ~ c a n t l y  reduce the sbe of the problem and 

irnprove the computational performance. It should be possible to use this flexibiiity 
to consider more complex geometries than considered here. It also is shown that, 

as one might expect, the attenuation appears to damp some of the numetical noise 

that appean in the elastic case. if fiaite element methoàs reaiiy were less satidac- 

t o rp  than fmite Merence methoda in elastic media, this may be of leas concem in 

viscoelastic media. And for complex geometries the W t e  element capabilities may 

ofhet any Werence in performance. 





Figure 5.27: Figure from Emmerich and Korn (1987) showing record for t h e ~  elastic 
coal seam model. Compare with figure 5.26. In this m e  the fault is located at 
x/L=l. 



Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

The fhst part of t h  document reviewed the literature on attenuation, specificaily 

intxhic attenuation. The distinction between constant Q theones and "aear con- 

stant Qn theories is important for analytic work and the implicatio~m for behaviour 

at very short and very long periods. But for numeric work, at least in the time 

domain, some approximatio~u are required and thus all theorics become "near con- 

stant Qn in some sense. It was aho dbcussed that a generalised Maxweli body 

rheology provides an appropriate model for earth materials at a seismic tirne scale. 

This rheological model is equivaient to taking a disaete Laplace trandorm of the 

media's relaxation funetion, which leaâs to the memory variable formulation. 

Though it is obvious in hind si@, 1 had not seen any discussion as to how the 

correspondence principle is related to anelasticity and anisotropy in m e r  dimen- 

sional problems. The discussion in chapter 2 makes it dear how the conespondence 

prinaple applies to these problems and provides an elegant formahm for deriving 

the equations of motion for the anelastic problem, given an elastic prototype. 

1 provided a detailed presentation of the spatial disaetkation of the one dimen- 

sional elastic equation of motion, ushg the Galerkin method. While the Galerkin 

method haa some nice properties, there is no reason not to explore other methods 

in the future. FiDte Volume methoâs are becoming very popular with fluid dy- 

namicistr and in some ways are simplet ( D o w  and Tarantola (1995) provide a 

very nice explanation of this method). 1 believe that the development presented 

here could easily be modified to suit that method, or any of the methods which 



belong to the f&dy of weighted residual methods. 

1 then treated the caae of viscodastic media in one dimension and one degree 

of fkeedom. I praented two ways of pcrfonning the spatial disaetbation of the 

problem when formulated using the memorp variable approach. 1 have shown that 

one method givea a sigaificantly aimpler set of equatioxu to work with. This aecond 

method is the one 1 have adopted for a i l  M h e r  work. 

It was &O shown that the memory variables in this formulation are related not 

to the straia history, as one would u p e d ,  but instead to the displacernent history. 

This surprishg result is due to the fact that the spatial dependence is factored out 

by the expansion over the spatial bais functiom, so the strain hiatory is hidden in 

the coupling of the memory variable components with neighbouring points. The 
resuiting set of equations are therefore very neat and efficient to code. 

Given the input puise at one node, one needs to caldate  the displacement, 

veloaty and memory variable8 at that node. As the memorp variables are related 

only to the diaplacement at the same location, it is very easy to ca ida te  the 

memory variables as a fuaction of tim, either analytically or numcrically. 

The extension to tao dimensional viscoelastic problems (with one degree of 

freedom) was then considered. The resulting equations are formaliy the same as 

for one dimension; only the defuitions of the mass and stifihess matrices need be 

modincd. in thb sense the two dimensional problem ia hardly any more dii?icult 

to solve than the one dimensional problem. 

I have &O provided explkit, andytic results of the necessary integrab of the 

basis functions for the isoparametric tramformationa. In hind right, ushg a Gauss- 

Lobatto quadrature f o d a  would be simpler. 

The details for the two degtees of &etdom, h o  dimensional problem are dis- 

m s e d  for elastic, anisotropic and viscoelastic media. 1 have shown that the addi- 

tion of a degree of freedom requirea an additional displacement variable, of course, 

and in addition only one extra set of memory variables is nquired. The spatial 

integrais separate out and the aniaottopic behaviour would enter as varping the 

combinations of these terms. 
There is no intrinsic reason, then, that anelastic and anisotropic media could 



not be treated using the h i t e  element methods. In fact once the machhery is 

built for h a a m  the isoparametric elements, it appears that thh formalism is 

quite handy for treathg these extensions. 

Temporal disaetisation is more problematic since the equations to be solved are 

implicit. Thae arc several methoda of801ution avaiiable for impiiut sets of ordinary 

di&rential equations, but they wouid have required extensive rewriting to take 

advantage of the spame structure of the matrices. It is cornmon in the engineering 

fiterature to apply the lumped mas8 approximation which converta the system of 

equations to an explicit set. These can then be solved uaing a number of techniques 

which do admit the use of sparse matrix methods. I thought such an approach 

wouid give poor results, but it appears to  work as weli as the uniumped methods in 

the simple tests 1 preaented. The adaptive step siae algorithm 1 wed does appear to 

control the numericd noise, at least to some extent, but this introduces additional 

overhead which makes the algorithm as implemented too slow. The method 1 use 

has to pedorm the matru multiplications 14 times to evaluate one step and decide 

whethet to subdivide the time i n t e d .  Since the mat& multiplications are the rate 

controlling step, the place to focus for improving performance is here. ReduQng 

the order of the Runge-Kutta method would give some performance improvement. 

Using implicit solvers may be better since some implicit methods are now faster 

than expliut methods, but one wouid have to rewrite them to use sparse matrix 

t ethniques. 

Using =te elements does not help in any way with a number of problems 

encountered in numerical modelling. One still has to caldate using models which 

are very large compared to the region in which the solution is non-zero at any 

given point in t h e .  This was pointed out in Boore (1972) where he considers 

expanding grids as the wave propagates and disperses. This is similar to what fluid 

dgnamicists dl Liigrangian @ch which foliow the bulk motion in their advection 

problems. Related to th&, there ia the possibilie of usa the automatic mesh 

refinement methods to improve the caldation at each tixne step. Software for 

static problems which find where the enor estimate is too large and subdivide the 

mesh elements to refine the calculation is adable.  



For completeness 1 have &O provided rome discussion about the implemmtation 

details. The new ideas presented herc are the use of a complementary ID matrix 

to ease the asaembly proceas for the boundary conditions, and the idea of using 

the point extemai force as the method of excitation. Note that the point source 

has not cauwd probluns -here though it does in b i t e  diff.erence methods as the 

derivatives get very large around a point source. That is the argument used by 

Aiteman and K d  (1968) whare they match an anaiytic near the source with 

the computational grid. At least, that is the interpretation of other writers who 

quote their work. However they wue also ushg axisymmetric symmetry and the 

gradient operator then indudes a singular term which 1 belkve vas the naaon for 

their analytic near-source approach. Finite element methods have their o m  special 

methods for handling grid-introduced sïngularities like this, which are discussed in 

many of the standard references. Usirig 2D axbymmetric models &O avoids the 

problem of ha* a linc source rather than a point source whiie still working in 

only two dimensions and is thaefore worth some fbture attention. 

The aumerical resdts presented are encouraging. The introduction of real atten- 

uation mirnia artSual numerical attcnuation and aeem to reduce high fiequency 

noise. The ability to easily vary the grid sïze inueases the effiuency and in practice 

does not stem to have anp adverse effects on the resdts. 

Although models nith two d e p s  of fieedom wodd be relatively simple to 

solve, the work presented here focused on 1 degree of fieedom problema since that 

provided the most important information about the performance of these algo- 

rithms. As t a o  degreea of fteedom double the siae of the problem, the issue of 

performance should be addresaed firat. 

Once the pedormance of an alternate time stepping method is verincd (by 

cornparison with this code?) then more complex problems can be solved. At 

that point bet ta  tools for the specification of the input modeb becomes an issue. 

Quiroga-Goode (1993) used finite difierence models on grids with about 3.5 W o n  

points to make the boundaries sufEciently remote; I am limited by my preaent 

software tools to grids about 1/100th the ahe. 

It appears then that there ia litt1e reason to ignore h i t e  element methods. If 



they are inferior to briite dBerence techniques (whkh has not been demonstrated) 

the ability to aeate complex st~~cturai models may ofbet that drawback. Once the 
pedormance and tools are improved it wouid be possible to start exploring more 

of the am- thïngs that the engineering commmity ia doing with moving and 
adaptioc pi&, etc. 
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Appendix A 

Finding a Generalised Maxwell 
Body with a given Q 

In chaptv tao the Emmerich and Korn (1987) formulation of a generalised Maxaeil 

body with approxhately constant Q was reviewed and was found to by charac- 

terised by a set of parameters q and q. The Tj represent the relaxation times 

of the metent àisaete Maxneil mechankms comprising the Maxwell body. Once 

a fnquency band and N, the number of mechanisnu in the Maxwell body are 

choaen, the N T~'S are chosen such that they are equi-spaced logarithmically (or 

equivalently, they are geometricalIy spaced). FoUowhg Emmerich and Korn 1 have 

added the intermediate points between each sequential pair of Tj. This makes for 

2N-1 fitting points. 

At each of the ZN - 1 fit- points wk one can spe* the value of Q labelled 

Q(wk). For a constant Q mode1 as used here these are ail the same, but in general 

they couid be Metent. Using the relation given in 2.31 and the relation between 

the aj and y j in 2.30 and recalling that uj = 1 / ~ j  one can d t e  (Emmerich and 

Korn, 1987, eq (24)) 



This is a set of 2N - 1 equations in N unknowns in the form 

where A k a  (ZN -1) x N  matrlt,yisanN oectorandqisa2N-1 vcdor. 

The solution of which can be found uaing the method of Singukr Value Decom- 

position to h d  the generalised inverse of A (Lanaos, 1956). The singuiar value 

decomposition of an M x N ma& A with M 2 N is 

where U is an M x N orthogonal matrk, W is an N x N diagonal ma& and V is 

a N x N orthogonal ma*. The solution of A.1 is 

where "solutionn means the values of y that minimise the residual T = [Ay - ql. 

Code for performing the shgdar value decompoaition is widely a d a b l e  in the 

public domain. 

An obvious extension suggested by E ~ ~ ~ ~ i e t i c h  and Korn (1987) is to compute 

and minimise the square deviation h m  constant Q over the whole fkequency range. 

(Something iïke this was done by Blanch et al. (1995) using a single relaxation 

mech- by analytically evaluating the integral of the square deviation.) If one 

construds thh ail a minimisation problem then the naturai extension is to aîlow 

the relaxation timcc Tj to float as well. This brings up the question of whether the 

logarithmic spacing for the ~j is appropriate. Should the intemal of 0.1 to 0.2 Hz 

be giwn equal weight with the in te rd  fiom 10 to 20 Hs? 1 would suggest that for 

a puise with a dominant frequency of, Say, 40 HB this is not appropriate. 

if the problem is formulated to k d  both the aj and the 71, then one could ais0 

diow the number N in j = 1 : N to vary. In pradice there are other reasons to 

constrain N to a small value and it would be more practical to caldate statiatics 

for a variety of Aues of N allowiag a seledion to be made. 



Appendix B 

Integration by parts in multiple 
dimensions. 

in the Galerkin method (and in fact , all weighted residual methods) one converts the 

strong formulation of the problern to a weak or variational formulation. The process 

is to multiply by an arbitrary weight fuaction and integrak over the domain. In this 

process te- occur which can be trdormed using aome form of the divergence 

theorem. 

For instance, in one dimensional problems the gradient of the stress in the 

equation of motion gives riae to the term 

is trandormed by applying the rnethod of integration by parts. Since 



The fundamental theorem of caldus is used to reduce this to 

Courant (1959, vol. 2, ch. 5) considers in tepa l  theorema euch as Stokes theorem 

and Gauss' theorem in several dimensions as analogues to the fundamental theorem 

for one inchpendent variable. These are irnified in the generalised Stokes theorem 

(see Spivak (1965, p. 1241, or Bronshtein and Semendyayev (1985, 88.3.2.5)) which 

states; if S is an T dimensional surface in an n dimensional space and aS is the 

boundéuy of S. and if w is a differentiai form of degree t - 1, then 

The *divergencen terms that we wili encounter wïll aii be dinerential forms of 

this type and eo some fonn of the divergence theorem wil i  apply and this can be 

used to aeate formulaanalogous to integration by parts in multip1e dimensions. 

SpecikaUy, in out equation of motion the term 

appears. The niles of partial differtntiation or vector caldus can be applied to 

this term 

In all cases we are integrating over a region f2 (denoted by (. . .),) to convert to 

the variational or weak form of the problem. 



(W - (V u ) ) ~  = (V (w- a)), -((VW) (B-8) 

The divergence theoran can be applied to the first term on the right hand side 

where I have introduced d î  as an element in î = ôfl, the boundary of the domain 

R. 

Irnpliat in the notation (. . .), is the concept that the boundafv element is 

oriented with the outward normal to the domain and the value on the surface is 

projeded onto the outward normal. 

This might eeem like the general notation is obscuring the f;imiliar divergence 

theorem. It is to some degree, suppnssing some of the detail of the tenaor indices. 

But the notation ais0 highlights the more general concept that the application of 

this *fundamental theoremn convertcl an integral expression to another integral over 

the boundary of the domain. 

Rom thb point of view, in the 1D case of equation (B.3), the domain 0 is a 

line and the boundary r = a 0  is just the two endpointa at a and b. The outward 

pointing normaia are -2 and +2, respectively. The generalisation of the divergence 
b diwu) theorem theorem then raya that the integral of the 'divergence", sa is equal 

to the sum of the projection of the integrand onto the outward pointing normal on 
b the boundary, f, wudr = WC& 



Appendix C 

A simple 1D example. 

The machinery for formuiathg finite elunent problems can be rather intimidating. 

In chapter 2 1 presmted this material in a rather formal manner which might 

be inaccessible to some but h a  the advantage of being applicable to atbitrary 

&mensional problems. This emphasises the similarity between ID, 2D and higher 

formulations. 

The purpose of this appendU is to give a simple example which can be followed 

in parallel with the diamsion in 2. HopeWy this example h d s  the rîght bal- 

ance between sirnplicity and detail, allowing the reader to gain iome mechanical 

understandhg of the method. 

To this purpose I have chosen to present a one dimensionai mode1 with 1 degree 

of fnedom. To keep the scale of the problem within reason I w3.i consider two 

elements only. Hopefdly, ha* gained codort with the general formalism by 

way of this worked examp1e, the extensions to 2D or two degrees of fieedom wiil 

not be ovwly daunting. 

Consider irolving the elastic wave equation on a medium has a length L. 



with boundary conditions 

and initiai conditions 

There is an essential boundary condition at x = O and a naturai boundary condition 

Divide the medium into two elements and three nodes located at a = O, xi and 

xr = L. For now it is not necesaary to speQfy the exact dimensions of the elements. 

The Mal solution apace S (equation (3.3)), is the set of a i l  possible solutions u 

which satisfy the condition u(0, t) = g(t). The set of possible weight functions 

W (equation (3.4)) b the set of functions which saMy w(0, t) = O. We can then 

multiply (C.l) by an arbitrary w, integrate over 11 = [O, LI and then integrate by 

parts: (cf. (3.7)) 

Since w(0, t) = O and u' (L, t )  = h(t), this can be written as 

Let us modify figure 3.1 as C.1 to describe this problem. 1 have inventcd a 

notation which provides a visual aid, bridging the gap betwem the mathematical 

statement and the geornetric meankg. 1 simply replace the symbol for each bais 

function, +i, with a picture of that function. In this way 1 &te the three bais 



Figure C.1: The three base funclions in the two element example problem. 

Note that the bais functiom are the sums of b c t i o n s  defined on each element. 

One can write 

where the subsaipt 1 or 2 indicates which element that part is defmed over. We 

wiil use this later when evaluatiag the integrah over the domain as the sum of 

int egrais over elements. 

Since then is an essential boundazy condition at = O then the bais  function 

is not a member of the set of weight functions W (equation (3.4)). W is then 

upprrizimated as a l l  possible linear combinations of (A) and (J). Similarly, the 

set of basis fundiorici which are used to represent the essential boundary conditions 

is {L). Then 

where the valuecl of cl (t) and c2(t) are arbitrary. S d a r l y ,  



and an arbitrary tM1 solution (member of S) k a combination of gh with any 
arbitrary member of W. 

The coeffiaents hae dl and d2 are the unknorns to solve for, and &O represent 
the chplacement of the node points. We can nibstitute (C.9) for w and (C.11) for 
IL in (C.6). At the same time let's use the notation that si.. . dx = (. . . ), then 

Note that (Alr means evaluate the baie function at the value x = L, so this 
term is rem. (Similarly, (AL 1 1.) 

Let's collect terms in cl and cz. Then 

Since ci and c2 are arbitrary then their cocfncients mut each vanish. One then 

has a pair of equations which can be nritten as 



and 

There last two equations are simultaneouir coupled diEerentia.1 equations in un- 

knoanrr d, and d2. One can d t e  this systcm of equations as 

The terms (J&) and (f 'ML') are rno. The first becilme the product of 
the basis fuactiom is zero everywhere, and the second because the product of the 

derivatives ie zero everywhere. 

in the notation of chapter 3,. (c-f. equations (3.16) and (3.25)) 

(C. 17) 

(C. 18) 

(C. 19) 

(C .20) 

Now, what if ne did not ha- an essential boundary condition? Then there 



would have been 3 unknowns, &, di and dt. M would have been a 3x3 mat* 

with a simïiar M a y  for K. If one then converts fkom dl being unknown to a known 

due,  g, the f is t  equation in the set can be temoved. Then the (2,l) and (3,l) 

elements of M and K are multiplied by g. These can be moved to the right hand 

side of the equations as'knowns. One can confkm that MbC and Kk are nom the 

first column of M and K. 

In general p and M can vary fkom element to element. Let's a n t e  M as the 
L sum of integral8 over elements 1 and 2; J:. . . dx = $2 . . . dx + JX, . . . dx or (. . . ) = 

(. . + (- - )2*  

Any of theae integrals with a flat part (which constant and equal to zero) is zero. 

This expliatly shows that the masa matrix is assembled kom integrals over each 

element. Compare this with Qure 3.2. One could comtruct rn, the 2 x 2 element 

m a s  ma*, and evaluate the four terms that appear for an elernent of arbitrary 

length and density. Then during assembly one nIls in the appropriate values for 



the element's demity and length and puts the value in the correct position in the 

global mass matrix. This ia the 8imp1est example of an iaoparametric dement. It 

should be obvious that an identical procedure holcb for the atifniess matrll, using 

the derivatives of the bais b d i o n s .  One could construct k, a element stinneas 

matrix. 

Let us revert back to the problem with node O with a presaibed boundary 

condition. Then M and K are 2 by 2 matrices. In the section on assembly and 

bookkeeping 1 dercribed the arrays used for assembly. In this example the identity 

vector ID has a length of 3 since there are three nodes. The firat component is zero 

since the fist node ha8 an essential boundary condition asaociated wïth it. The 
second and third components are then 1 and 2. 

The element node array (EN) is 2 elementi by 2 nodes per element 

EN = 

The array IDPRIME would be an m y  

ro = [1 

Then for element 1, ID(EN(l,l))=O, ro any term in the m or k fkom the fust row 

or the first column would not be assembled into the global masr or stifbeas matrix. 

Since ID(EN(1,2))=1, then the m u  term would be added to M 1 1 .  (This is confusing. 

Both the row and the column index are mapped through ID(EN(e,a)). This could 

be written in a somewhat cumbenome notation as mtj+ + M ID(EN(c,~)l,ID(EN(cj))). 

For the second element node ID(EN(2,1))=1 and ID(EN(2,2))=2 ro ml, is added 

to M i l ,  mi2 ia added to Mlz, mz1 is added to Mzi. Unforhinately, this example is 

too trivial in this regard. 
The array MbC cân be assembled bp the d e  mtj f -+ Mm(E~(c,i)),rDPaiME(E~[e,j))- 

Then only the mi2 term contnbutes to MbC in the location M3. Similady klz+ -t 



Figure C.2: A 2D structure as an example for the assembly process. 

KR- 
For the viscoelastic case the equations are similar except that the te= Mu' 

becomes Mau' - ET=, XI. In addition to the mas  and stinness matrices there is a 

set of s W e s s  matrices comspondirig to each of the Xj. The derivation is given in 

the te& and should be no need for an example. 

For two dimensional problems one proceeds in uactly the same mannu. The 

caldation of the local maas and stiikess matrices is somewhat more cornplex. The 

isoparametric tramformations of an arbitrary quadrilateral and caldation of the 

mass and s-ess matrices is the topic of appendù D. For one degree of fkeedom, 

assembly proceeds exadly as in one dimension. However, perhaps an example 

will dari@ the process in both 1 and 2 dimensions. Figure C.2 appears as an 

exercise in Hughes (1987). The EN matru has dimensions 5 by 4 (5 elements by 4 

nodes/element). Let's order the nodes in each quadrilateral in anti-dodcnise order 

starting in the lowet leR of each element. Then the EN matrix is: 

The ID array is a vector with 12 components. Since nodes 5 through 8 are h e d  

in place and therefore have essential boundary conditio~~s assouated wit h them, 

locations 5 through 8 in ID are set to zero. The rest of the locations are numbered 



ID=[l  2 3 4 0 0 0 0 5 6 7 8 ]  

The May IDPRQAE ù 

and 

ID (EN (e, a)) = 

IDPRIME(EN (e, a)) = 

3 0 0 0 6  

1 3 5 6 8  

In 2D the local m a s  and stifiness matrices are 4 by 4. So when n e  assemble 

element number five the local node indices i =1 to 4 map to ID(EN(S,i))= 5,6,8 

and 7 respectively. Then 

For element thne, some temu art not assembled into M or K. The only terms 



which are included are: 

As a finai comment, thie example should make dear the distinction between 

functions in the trial space and the weight space. By ushg the smaller space for 

the weight functions one generates exactly the nght number of equations in the 

system to solve for the unknowns. Purtherrnore, the weight functions are chosen 

such that the boundaqr integral terms are aU exactly zero on the section of the 

boundary Tg. Oniy temu on r - T, remain, and on t h  section of the boundary 

the intepals are easy to evalwte. 



Appendix D 

Analyt ic Expressions of Int egrals 

for Mass and Stiffness Matrices 

In nnite element methods the integrais of produds of basis fundions, or their 

derivatives, are performed eltmcnt by element as required by the assembly proce- 

dure. For isoparametnc elemmts each integral ove  Mnne element is reduced to an 

integration owr a square domain by a coordinate transformation, the order of which 
matches the order of the baais functions. The Jacobian determinant of the trans- 
formation is introduced into the integrand and the integrands can become quite 

complex. Usually the integtals are evaîuated numericaliy using Gaussian quadra- 

ture. in one dimtlmion the order of the Gaussian quadrature is chosen such that it 

gives an exact solution. As weiî, in one dimension, Gaussian quadrature is optimal 

in that it provides the maximum accuracy for a given number of evaluations of the 

integrand. 

In multiple dimensions Gaussian quadrature is no longer necessarily optimal, 

but it secm that there is as yet no generai theory of of optimal integration f o d a e  

in multiple dimensions so Gaussian quadrature is commonly used (Hughes, 1987, 

page 146). 

Since this work uses only linear bais functions and ahce the matenal properties 

are considered constant over each element the integrande are the simplelit possible. 

For one dimension the integrais are quite trivial. For two dimensions, it wouid 

seem possible that analytic expressions for these integrals could be found. 1 have 



derived such exptessions with the assistance of symbolic algebra software (Mathe- 

math) .  It would be of interest to compare the efficiency of these expressions with 

Gaussian quadrature formuiae of gtlffiüently high order, but 1 have not done 80, 

since assembly of the matrices only have to be pedormed once and so efficiency is 

not a real concem. Since these 2D anaiytic expressions do not aeem to appear in 

books dedicated to finite elements 1 nill d e t d  my results belon. It wouid seem 

that these expressions must have appeared in the literature at some t h e  in the 

past but 1 have not found anp reference to them. 

These expressions were duived ushg the Mathematica software package, though 

any symbolic algebra package should sunice. 1 did not put great trust in the package 

and verified most of the steps either with known r e d t e  (general forms of speabc 

integrais for instance) or by back substitutkg and expanding factorieations, or 

having parallel Mering fotmulations to compare. 

Firat for one dimension, each interval y - 1  to is transformed onto the intemal 

-1 to 1, and since there are two basis functions the uelementaln self consistent mass 

matrix and 8-ess matrices are symmetnc and 2 x 2 as in equations (3.21). (3.22) 

and (3.42). If L =% - ~ - 1  

If the uspe~al  lumping techniquen is used to lump the mas (Belytschko and 

Muilen, 1978; Hughes, 1987) then the off diagonal te- are dropped and the di- 

agonal terms are weighted by the element mass divided by the trace of the self 

consistent masa matrix. Then the lumped elemental mass matrix is 

It is easy to v e w  that if one h a  the self consistent mas8 matrix, it can be 

convertcd to t h  version of the lumped m a s  matrix by the (pseudocode) algorïthm: 

for i in 1:nrows 



trace +- M(i,i) 

f o r  j in 1 : jroas 

sum += M ( i , j )  

endfor 

endfor 

for i in 1:nrows 

lumped(i) = M ( i  , i) *sudtrace 

endf or 

For the 2 dimensional bihear quacirilateral element things are a little more 

complicated. The 4 bas& functions in the local coordinates (è,q) are 

where a is an index between 1 and 4. For each value of a, 5, takes the values 

shown in table D.1. 

a La rla 

Table D. 1: Nodal coordinates 

There arc two termir in the stilkess ma*, corresponding to the x and y deriva- 

tives in (3.56). Both Kqj and K,,,,C,j = l,2,3,4 can be represented by the s a m e  

integral expression 1, where: 

1 = I(a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, k) 

= 4beg/(3h2) + bd/h + ae/h - 4cfg/(3k2) + cd/k 

+ a f h  + ceg/(3hk) + bfg/(3hk) 

+ (+cf gh2 + ceghk + bf ghk + 3cdh2k + 3afh2k - 4begk2 



+ 3bdhkz + 3aehp)/(3h2k?) 

- (6cfgZ - 6cfgh + 2cfh2 - 6cdgk + 3cegk - 6afgk 

+ 3bfgk + 3cdhk - Zcehk + 3afhk - Zbfhk + 6adp 

- 3bdkf - 3aekl+ 2bekz) log(lg - h - lc1)/(6k3) 

+ (-6cf g2 - 6cfgh - 2cfh2 + 6cdgk + 3cegk + 6afgk 

+ 3bfgk + 3cdhk + Zcehk + 3afhk + Zbfhk - 6ad)cz 

- 3bdkl- 3aek2 - 2bekz) log(lg + h - k1)/(6k!) 

2 2 + (-9 + k)(2cfg h + ceg2hk + bfg2hk -3cdgh2k - 3afgh2k 

+ 2cf h2k + 2beg2k2 - 3bdghk2 - 3aeghk? + ceghkf + bf ghk2 

+ 6adh2kf - 3cdh2kZ - 3afh2p + 2cfh2k? -4begp + 3bdhk3 

+ 3aehp - 2cehp - 2bfhp + 2bek4) log(1- g - h + kl)/(6h3k3) 

- (-6cfg2 + 6cfgh -2cfh2 + 6cdgk - 3cegk + 6afgk 

- 3bfgk - 3cdhk + Zcehk - 3afhk + Zbfhk - 6adk2 

+ 3bdl8 + 3aekf - 2bep) log(lg - h + k1)/(6k3) 

- (g + k) (2cfg2h2 + ceg2hk + bfg2hk - 3cdgh2k - 3af h2k 

- 2cf gh2k + 2beg2kZ - 3bdghk2 - 3aeghk2 - ceghk2 - bf ghk? 

+ 6adh2k2 + 3cdh2k2 + 3afi?kZ + 2cfh2k2 + 4begk3 - 3bdhk3 

- 3aehk3 - 2cehk3 - 2bfhk3 + 2bek4) log(lg - h+ kl)/(6h3k3) 
2 2 - (-9 + k) (2cf g h + ceg2hk + bfg2hk - 3cdgh2k - 3af gh2k 

+ 2cfgh2k + 2beg216 - 3bdghp - 3aeghk2 + ceghk2 + bfghk? 

+ 6adh2kZ - 3cdh2k2 - 3aMkz + 2cfi2p - 4begk3 + 3bdhk3 
+ 3aehk3 - 2cehk? - 2bfhk3 + 2bek4) log(1- g + h + kl))/fi3k3) 

+ (6cfg2 + 6cfgh + 2cfh2 - 6cdgk - 3cegk - 6afgk 

- 3bfgk - 3cdhk - 2cehk - 3afhk - 2bfhk + 6adk2 

+ 3bdk2 + 3aek2 + 2bekz) log(lg + h + kJ)/(6k3) 



For K,,,, g,h and k are the same, and Y i  L replaced with -% in the other 

expressions: 



Unfortunatcly, for certain caseri the above expremion for 1 is not Palid. It is 
valid if g,h and k are not zero. In otha cases the following limithg cases must be 

used hatead. 

If g = O but h and k are nonzero then 

I=I(a,b,c,d,e,f,h,k) 

= (1 2cdh2P + 12afh2p + 12bdhk3 + 1 2aehk3 

+ (-km4 - 3cdh3k + 2ceh3k - 3afh3 k + 2bfh3k 

- 6adh2kz + 3bdh218 + 3aeh2kz - 2beh2kz) log([ - h - kl) 
+ (-2cfh4 + 3cdh3k + 2ceh3k + 3afhjk + 2bfh3k 

- 6adh2k2 - 3bdh2k2 - 3aehZkZ - 2beh2k?) log(lh - kl) 

+ (km4 + 3cdh3k - 2ceh3k + 3afh3k - 2bfh3k 
+ 6adh2k2 - 3bdh2kZ - 3aeh2kz + 2beh2k2 - 6cdhk3 

- 6afhk3 + 6bdli4 + 6aek4) log([ - h + kl) 
+ (Mt4 - 3cdh3k - 2ceh3k - 3awk - 2bfh3k 

+ 6adh2k2 + 3bdh2e + 3aeh2kz + 2beh2k? + 6cdhlc' 

+ 6afhk3 - 6bdk4 - 6aek4) log (lh + kl ) ) /(6h2k3) 

H h = O and g and k are nonsero, then 1 = I(a, b, c, d, e, f, g, k) where: 



If k = O and g and h an nonsero, then 

In the case of g = h = O and k nonsero, and the caae of g = k = O and h 

nonzero the general form of the integral ie complex Oiilued. This corresponds to 

cases of transformations which are not allowed and these cases should be tested for 

as an error condition. 

Ifh=k=O and g ie nomero, then 

4 
I(a, b, c, d e, f ,  g) = -(3ad + be + cf) 

3g 

If g,h and k are ai i  zero then the Jacobian of the trandormation is zero. The 
m a  of the element h a  coilapsed to aero and this should be flagged as an error. 

For the integrals of the bais functions which appear in the mass matrices, these 
were evaluated dircctly as: 












